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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Snow; Tuesday Fair and
Continued Cold

VOL. XXX H

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In Tha Optic, It'a 8- -

No. 89
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Maine in the .republican national con
ventlon at St. Louis In 1896. and
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Dallas, Tex., Feb. 20.

ALL SECOND AND THIRD

CLASS PASENGERS, CONFISCATING ARMS

Reports from
the Texas panhandle today, state that
all trains are either stalled or many
New
20. Illackhand
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 20. There is
York, Feb.
hours late the effects of a two days'
gangs early today resumed their blizzard.
no
confirmation of the report that
he
storm
is
moderat
Today
reign of terror with the torch and ing throughout north
where General Navarro's federal forces have
Texas,
bomb, which has defied all efforts of
peach and apple trees are in blossom lost heavily In an engagement with
the police for more than a week, ami
insurrectos east of Juarez, on the Rio
made two daring attempts to wreck
Grande. American soldiers down the
houses with dynamite. Two black
handers drove up 'in front of the HOUSE VOTES FOR
river have heard no firing and report
home of Dr. Hartoli,
a
wealthy
that Navarro ia further down the river
physician on East 106th street, laid a
bomb near the doctor's door, then
CANNON GAG RULE than where," the battle Is 'said to have
occurred.
fled in tha, carriage. The doctor had
The lnsurrecto junta reported today
been receiving blackhand letters for
some time.
DURING CLOSING DAYS OF CON that Madero and h!3 strategy board
ine vigil or Giovanni cataldo, a
have gone further south from their
GRESS, SPEAKER WILL BE
groceryman on Christie street, which
CZAR ONCE MORE
mountain retreat, and expect to meet
had lasted a week, was rewarded
the main army of the insurrectos be-early this morning when Cataldo,
20. The
Feb.
house
Washington,
tween Juarez and take Chihuahua.
sitting In his darkened store, saw two
men creep up and start to light a today by a vote of 173 to 433, a great
,
Hold Up a Train
bomb.
He blazed away with a re majority of democrats voting aye,
fled. voted for "gag rule," whereby the
volver and the ' blackhanders
Torreon, Feb. 20. Last Friday a
There were, no arrests.
s
house by a
vote may sus passenger train on the Miexican NaLast night a bomb was exploded pend all the rules during the re tional was held up
by a band of
on the roof of a
tenement mainder of the senvion. so that the inaurreetos, who burned a bridge to
In the lower east side. One apartment
the train. All the men in the eec- appropriation
jjjler measures can stop
was wrecked and five persons hurt. be rushed
through, after 40 minutes 6nd and ""third" "class" coaches 'were
The explosion also caused a panic of debate. The rule practically puts searched and all arms taken. The
among a hundred girl pupils in St. the entire conduct of the affairs of train was allowed to. return to, Tor
Cecllie's convent.
the house tor the next two weeks In reon. .
the hands of Speaker Canncn.

NEWSPAPERS LOSE OUT
Washington, Feb. 20. Only money
and not advertising can be accepted
by interstate railroads in payment of
according to an intransportation,
announced
today by the
terpretation
supreme court of the United States,
of the Hepburn rate law.

Anti-Saloo-

AN EARLY ATTACK

NE1VY0RK

MENT

In a beautiful address before
a
union temperance meeting held last
night in the First Methodist church
in honor of the birthday of Frances
E. Willard, the founder of the W,
T. U., Rev. Norman Skinner took oc
casion to state he Is not in sympathy
with the action of the W. C. T. U,
n
and the
league in its at- RUSSIA STRIKES
temps to have the constitution of
New Mexico rejected by President
AT UNITED STATES
Taft and congress.
Rev. Skinner said there were some
'
things in the constitution of which
lie did not heartily approve. He did JAPAN,
ACTING
APPARENTLY,
not, however, severely criticize the
WITH CZAR IN CHINESE
men who framed the document Mr.
SITUATION
Skinner stated that leaders in politics
are guided to a great extent by the
London, Feb. 20. England is at the
wishes of the majority. For this rea
of the ways with Russia.
parting
son a constitution containing provi
statement is obtained from a
sions endorsed bp the majority and This
reliable, though confidential source,
excluding articles not approved by the
close to the British foreign ol
very
was
framed
for
of
the
people
majority
a number of other
flee. From
back
If
is
Mexico.
it
And
New
given
learned
is
sources
it
unofficially that
be
not
to the convention it would
.Russia's
KngliBh dlp'omats construe
materially changed.
and tnreat to oc
Prohibition and reforms of all kinds Chinese aggression
Kuldja as a definite abandondepend upon, home influence, is Mr. cupy
friend
Skinner's opinion. It every Christian ment by the czar of England's
home will Inculcate in its children and ship.
England has long been recognized
practice the virtues of temperance
to China,
and decency a change in publlo 'senti by the powers as friendly
is
further
Russia
with
and
the
break
lawmakers
ment will occur. Then
the obvious fact that
and framers of constitutions will be emphasized by
with Japan.
Russia is
ready and willing to pass such laws
that Rus
figure
diplomats
English
as
measures
the
pubsuch,
enact
and
to
calculated
is
action
sia's
plainly
eloan
lic desires. Mr. Skinner paid
offend America generally regarded
He
Willard.
Frances
to
quent tribute
with the object
stated it as his belief that had Miss as China's protector to choose between
of
England
forcing
she
time
at
this
Willard been living
It is bound by a forwould not have endorsed the action of Japan, to whom
and
the United States,
mal
alliance,
U.
and
the W. C. T.
whom it is bound by blood and
to
taken
has
measures
it
in
the
league
to defeat or delay statehood for New kinship.
In the event of a crisis, it is adMexico.
here that English public opinmitted
Rev. O. P. Miles, pastor of the Bapthe temporary flurry over
eardespite
ion,
remarks
few
a
made
tist church,
Canadian
annexation, incident,
ly in the service. He did not touch the
Britain to side
Great
would
compel
was
on local conditions. The meeting
the extent of
to
.even
America
largely attended. Good music was with
treaty.
the Anglo-Japabreaking
provided.
Advices from the Far East, stating
that Russia has declared martial law
at Harbin ostensibly on account of
CONGRESSMAN ALIEN
the plague, are viewed as an additional preparatory step for a Russian
PNEUMONIA VICTIM move against China. The action is
uneasiness in the
causing visible
British foreign officeSTATE OF
HAD REPRESENTED
MAINE TWELVE YEARS LONG
DIES AFTER LONG ILLNESS
Mrs. Florence Getchell died this
IN PUBLIC LIFE
morning at 1:30 o'clock at the home
of her brother, Louis Burkholder, 309
20.
Feb.
Representa
Washington,
had
Mrs. , Getchell
tive Amos L. Allen, of Maine, died Eighth street.
disease
an
incurable
ill
with
been
.He
of nneumonla here this morning.
immediate
was elected to the house in 1899 to for several years, but the
Mrs.
was
death
cause
of
her
pleurisy.
fill a vacancy caused by the resl
months ago
three
came
here
Getchell
Reed.
of
nation
Speaker
from Boston, Mass., where she had
resided for some time- She was born
Had Long Public Career
years
in St. Paul, Minn., sixty-fou- r
Amos Lawrence Allen, republican, ago. Besides her brother, Mrs. Getof Alfred, Me., was born in Water- chell is survived by but one relative,
boro, York county, Me., March 17, a niece, Miss Myrtle Schulze, who
1837; attended the common school was with her at the time of her death.
and entered Whitestown Seminary, The funeral will be held tomorrow
Whltestown, N. Y., in 1853, and the afternoon at 2 o'clock from the' chapel
sophomore class of Bowdoin College of J. C. Johnsen and Son. Rev. J. W.
In 1857. graduating in 1860; studied Rose, pastor of the Christian church,
law at Alfred, and attended the Co will have charge of the services and
lumblan Law school in Washington; interment will be . in Odd Fellows
was admitted to the bar of York cemetery. The death of Mrs. Getchell
county in 1866; served as clerk In is the second that has occurred In
the treasury department for about the Burkholder home during the past
three years; was elected clerk of the few months.
courts for York county in 1870 and
WOLGAST TO MEET MEMSIC
three times and served
Feb. 20. Ad Wolgast
twelve years, until January 1, 1S83;
Chicago,
was clerk of the judiciary committee lightweight champion of the world,
in has been matched to ' fight twenty
of the house of representatives
1883-8and a special examiner under rounds with George Memsic in Los
the pension bureau for a year in 1884- - Angeles, on March 17.

HARD TRIP FOR 8TAR CARRIER
What probably will be the hardest

Journey Florencio Are!lane8, the re
cently appointed carrier for the East
s
Las
mall route, was
the first trip under his contract with
the government, which he made today. Mr. Arellanes started out at the
prescribed time; he expected to reach
Gonzales on time. He Is due to reach
Las Vegas on the return trip tomorCONTINUE DEADLY WORK WITH
row evening at
o'clock. Mr. Arel MADERO AND HIS 8TRATEGY
TORCH AND DYNAMITE, DEBOARD GO SOUTH TO JOIN
lanes has a large buggy and a good
FYING THE POLICE
team. He will carry packages and
INSURRECTO FORCES
passengers and those who desire such
accommodations can leave orders at
BOMB FOR WEALTHY DOCTOR Murphey's drug store. With the be TO MOVE ON THE CAPITAL
ginning of the contract for the Gonwere RUMORS OF DEFEAT SUSTAINED
TWO
MEN DROVE UP TO
HIS zales route five star routes
p'aced in operation out of Las Vegas.
BY NAVARRO'S ARMY ARE
FRONT DOOR, LIGHTED EXThese run respectively to Cleveland,
PLOSIVE AND ESCAPED
UNCONFIRMED
Chaperito, Santa Rosa, Mineral Hill
and
All the routes are
Gonzales.
HOUSE PARTIALLY WRECKED carrying a good deal of mall and are REBELS HOLD UP A TRAIN
giving entire satisfaction.

Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 20. It is
still Biiowing today west and south
west of here. The mountains and
high ranges are covered with from
one to three teet or snow- coming
on the heels
ol
of two seasons
of New
drouth., this thorough-soakinMexico and Arizona will mean an
the coming
good season
EXPLOSION
summer.
-

AN

BLACKHANDERS

CITY EDITION

CONVENT

ADJOINING

every way, and has made a fine rec
ord on the Union Pacific and South
ern Pacific. He is at present with
Judge Lovett,
president of these
roads, on a trip of inspection.
The idea of those who thought Mr
Kruttschnitt's election to be a possible
one was that he was the choice of
the banking interests who have re
cently come into control of the Mis
souri Pacific, and who would like to
see him duplicate on the Gould roads MINISTER OF FINANCE FAVORS
what he has done on the Union Pa
ADOPTION OF IMMEDIATE
cific and Southern Pacific In a way
REFORMS
of physical reconstruction,
A St. Paul dispatch to Wall Street
quotes Presiedent Howard Elliott of THE FEUDAL SYSTEM MUST GO
the Northern Pacific as denying that
he would accept the presidency of HE ADVOCATES
ABOLISHMENT
the , Missouri
Paciflc,jjucceeding
OF ABUSES THAT HAVE MADE
George J. Gould- Mr. Elliott said that
UPRISING POSSIBLE
an offer had been made a year ago,
but that he had declined it then.

PEACE PLANS ARE

OUTLINED DY
LIMANTOUR

-

TROOPS MASSACRE PEOPLE
Cape Haytien, HaytL Feb. 20. The
government troops, after
the town of Ovanaminth from the reb
els, after sanguinary fighting, got beyond the control of their officers and
a horrible massacre followed. They
pillaged and burned the tows, and
butchered the inhabitants who had not
fled. Jean Prospjer ' a citizen of
France was assaulted, his eighteen-year-olson killed and their home
'
burned.
d

'

"

,

two-third-

six-stor- y

jj

BLIZZARD REACHES
ATLANTIC

22 BELOW AT MORA
W. S. Dougherty today received a
telephone message from his home in
Mora informing him the temperature

COAST

had dropped there last night to twenty-two
degrees below zero. Railroad
STORM WHICH ENVELOPED THE men say the lowest point reached by
. SOUTHWEST NOW HAS EAST
the mercury in La Junta was 4 below
' IN ITS GRASP
although one of the porters said it
was 105. He. asserted he heard a man
so and he was willing to believe
New York, Feb. 20 The storm from say
him.
the Southwest, which has given the
mountains and the grazing and dry
WAR CLAIMS BILL PASSES
farming region of the west a much
Feb. 20. The war
Washington,
needed blanket of snow, struck the
claims bill passed the house today at
Atlantic coast this morning. Snow
12:46 having been under considerais falling heavily over a widespread
tion since last Friday because of a filiarea and as far south as North Caro
buster waged against it by Represenlina, the storm is raging.
tative Mann.
TURKEY
20.
A violent
Feb.
Constantinople,
earthquake was experienced at Mon- astlo and throughout the villayet of
Montastlc today. There was some
loss of life. The population is camp
ing out and is suffering intensely from
the cold.
EARTHQUAKE

IN

DOOGE

CITY-COLMO- R

CUT OFF IS CERTAIN
REPORTED SANTA FE IS NOW
ACQUIRING
FOR NEW LINE
RIGHT-OF-WA-

AGREES TO REVIEW CASE

Washington, Feb. 20. The supreme
court of the United States today
granted the request that it review the
conviction of an official of the American Naval Stores company', accused of
having violated the Sherman anti-trust

law.

MEMBERS OF BRITISH

.

EXPEDITIONMASSACRED
TWENTY-NIN-

E

TERED

PERSONS

SLAUGH-

BY AUSTRALIAN

TRIBESMEN

The Santa Fe has begun the
chase of
for
rlght-oif-wa-

Dodge

City-Colm-

d

cut-of- f.

pur-

its
At

'east that is so strongly rumored
that it is generally believed by
those who have heard it, although
no official information can be obtained- The survey was made late
last summer. It cuts off about 71
miles from the distance now
traveled by Santa Fe trains runs
over the main line. In addition it
does away with several steep
grades, including the Raton mountain, as well as opening up much
additional territory for the coal
fields along the Santa Fe route.
cut-ofit
The Dodge
is believed, will be the first section of the Santa Fe's new
improvements to be
built. The second will be the line
from Sulzbacher, to the Belen cutoff, which will be run to Vaughn
or Fort Sumner, surveys to each of
those points having been made
.
last fall.
City-Colm-

Brisbane, Australia, Feb. 20. Stani-forSmith, the British administrator
of Papua, a division of New Guinea,
two. white officers, twelve native police and fourteen carriers have been
massacred by the inhabitants of the
Interior. Smith and his party were
on an exploring expedition.

.'

,

MUST NOW UNDO
WORK OF HOBSON
WRECK OF MERRIMAC IS A MENACE TO SHIPPING IN SANTIAGO

harbor!

Washington, Feb. 20. As a result ol
complaints made by steamship companies, congress will be asked to remove the wreck of the sunken Merri-ma- c
from the bottom of Santiago har
bor. The collier Ilea exactly in the
spot where it wae sunk by Richmond
P, THGv.aori" in ills lamoufc .exploit o
war. Navigators
the Spanish-Americadeclare the wreck is a menace to
shipping.
n

Feat Mada Hobson a Hero
now a member of congress
Hobson,
BILL WILL PROVIDE from Alabama,
conceived a plan of
bottling up the Spanish fleet in the
of iSantiago by blocking the
DEFENSE FOR CANAL harbor
entrance with a sunken vessel. He
and a few volunteers took the Merri-ma- c
to-- the entrance of the harbor one
MADE BY REP
ANNOUNCEMENT
night and sank it, escaping back to
RESENTATIVE FITZGERALD
the American fleet in a small boat.
AROUSES ENTHUSIASM
The daring exploit failed in its purpose, however, as the harbor was not
Washington, Feb. 20. Representa blocked and th Spanish fleet finally
outside.
tive Fitzgerald, of New York, of the emerged to meet destruction
a national
Hobson
made
feat
The
ancommittee on appropriations,
hero.
nounced to the house today, in answer
to a question by Mr. Hobson of Ala
TRAINS FROM EAST LATE
bama, that the sundry civil bill would
On account of the blizzard, which
carry a provision for the fortification has been .raging in states north and
of the Panama canal. The statement east of here, traffic from that direcwas greeted with applause. It is un tion was considerably delayed yesterCaliforderstood that the bill will carry $3,- - day and today. Train No. 3, the
nia-Limited,
is due here at
which
000,000 for he fortification of the
6:10 o'clock, did not arrive until afcanal.
ter noon. It brought the first mail
from the east since last night. The
second section of the Limited did not
DEPEW ALMOST WON
arrive until 1:35. Train No. 1, which
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 20. Cauncey M.
is due here, at 1:50 p. m., is 12 hours
Depew might have been
late. A stub train from Trinidad was
United States senator from New York, run on its time, however. Trains Nos.
if the republicans present at today's 7 and 9, which are due at 5:15 and
session had participated in a joint 6:35 p. m., respectively, are marked
no more
ballot. An eleventh hour arrange- ud several hours late, so that
be
expected
can
east
the
ment between the democratic and re mail from
until the hour for distribution in the
in
leaders
recogpublican assembly
morning.
nizing unofficially pairs, was all that
deadof
the
prevented the breaking
BOY SENTENCED TO JAIL
lock.
Having pleaded guilty to a misde
meanor in the court of Justice Pablo
17
Vigil, Anastacio Gallegos, a boy
KRUTTSCHNITT AS
this
was
of
morning
age,
years
sentenced to thirty days in the counSUCCESSOR TO GOULD ty jail. Upon recommendation of
Louis C. Ilfeld, assistant district atthe sentence was suspended
INTERESTS SAID TO torney,
BANKING
good behavior. Young Galleduring
FAVOR HIM FOR NEW MISSOURI
gos was charged with .stealing two
PACIFIC PRESIDENT
rings belonging to Mrs. Domingo N.
Baca. The rings disappeared from a
were barn on Mrs. Baca's premises. DepuNew York, Feb. 20. There
reports today in the financial district ty Sheriff Enrique Sena was informthat the probable head of the Mis ed of the theft and traced the rings,
souri Pacific to succeed George J. it ia said, to young Gallegos" posseswere returned to
Gould would be Julius kruttschnitt, at sions.. The rings
of the Harri- - their owner. Young Gallegos has been
present
maa lines, in charge of maintenance employed as a deliveryman by J. Y.
and operation.
Lujan. He is said to be a young
Mr. Kruttschnitt is a big man In man of good habits.
nt

.

.

EDERAL TROOPS ARE WEAK
ADMITS

THAT

DIAZ'

SOLDIERS

ARE NO MATCH FOR

COW-

BOY INSURGENTS

Paris, Feb. 20. In a lengthy re
the crisis in Mexico, made today for the Associated Press, Joee
Yves Limantour, minister of finance
of Mexico, declared that the only basis
for peace was that the insurgents lay
down their arms, pending negotiations
with the government, which on Its part
should grant a reform of the evils that
have made the revolution possible.
The only alternative that he foresaw
was the probability of a long struggle,
for, said the minister, "the federal
troops are no match for tha cowboy .
Insurgents." .
In the opinion of Senor Limantour
the feudal system In Mexico must go
and the great estates to the north,
which have been passed from family
to family, should be distributed among
the people. For himself, the minis
ter said, be had no political ambitions,
though he had been frequently urged
to contest the presidency with Diaz.
He expects to start home within two
weeka.
The, minister makes? ttree sugges- dons." First, that the abuses and contaminations of local administration
in the cities and towns which hav
the greatest grievances, should be imabolished. Pecond, that
mediately
some means should be found to allow
the people to share more extensively
in the holding of land. Third, that
there ia opposition to President Diaz
on the ground Ihe has been too long
la office and new blood is needed to
direct the affalra of the republic.
"But," added the minister, "DIaf
was legally returned to the presidency
view of

by

the

people."

"I dislike to touch on the questions of neutrality," continued Minister Limantour, "but I ant convinced
the United States' lnterpertatlon is
too restricted and unless It la enlarged
It will seriously imperil the government's chances of quelling the revolution." '

NEW FOOD GRAFT
IN PHILADELPHIA
FISH SUBSTITUTED FOR
SMOKED VARIETY TO AVOID
LOSS IN WEIGHT

DYED

Philadelphia, Feb. 20. Philadelphia's
"campaign for pure food" under the
leadership of Harry Cassidy, agent of
the dairy and food bureau of the stat
agricultural department, has taken a
new angle by the discovery by Cassidy
of a large number of delicatessen and
other stores dealing in "dyed" fish as
a substitute for smoked fish. In
smoking the fish theer is a loss of fifteen pounds to the hundredweight, but
in the ryine there is no loss at all.
This permitted the violators of the
law to undersell their more honest
competitors. The prosecution of cer
tain wholesale dealers will be started
this week.
,

BOILERMAKERS
STRIKE
Cleveland, Feb. 20. A strike of
eight hundred boilermakera on the
New York Central lines, between Buf
falo and Chicago, was ordered today.
The strike is due to dissatisfaction
over the piece work system.
-

SPEER STILL IN LEAD
Denver, Feb. 20. The vote for
former Governor Alva Adams went up
to 19 today. Otherwise there was
no Important change in the senatorial ballot. Speer led with 27 votes.
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OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOo
O
A BIG GIFT TU inr.
DUKE CITY HAS AN LIMANTOUR MAY THE ARCHBISHOP EXTRAORDINARY HOT CAMPAIGN IS o
o

EPIDEMIC OF

RESTORE PEACE

OF NEW MEXICO

SESSION SEEMS

LAUNCHED IN

MEASLES

IN MEXICO

TO EUROPE

INEVITABLE

CHICAGO

'

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

THE DENVER
o
o
REPUBLICAN
G

SCHOOL
OF

ROOMS
INFECTION

MINISTER OF FINANCE TO LEAVE
PARIS FOR HOME THIS

CHIEF SOURCE
SITUATION

O

RIGHT ,REV. J. B. PITAVAL .OF CROWDED CALENDAR CONFRONTS LIVELIEST MAYORALTY FIGHT
MANY YEARS ON IN WINDY
SANTA FE, LEAVES MAY 18
SENATE, WITH NO PROSPECT
CITY
FOR ROME
OF DISPOSAL

o
SERIOUS
e
20. One of the live o
the
Feb.
of
Feb.
Chicago,
J.
An
20.
extra
Pitaval,
The
Washington,
Archbishop
Feb.
report
Vith
Washington,
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb.
archdiocese of Santa Fe. has an session of congress looms very large liest mayoralty campaigns that"
o
several hundred cases of measles If from Paris that Senor Jose'Llmantour nounced his intention of
leaving early and probable. Unless President Taft cago has seen in years entered upon o
Intends
of
minister
Mexican
finance,
the city from six to ten cases, be
in
for Europe for a stay of sev and
the friends of the Canadian reci the whirlwind stage today, with but o
it eralMay
months'. The archbishop has
ing reported every day, the situation to leave for Mexico this week,
means
agreement are able to bring one week remaining before the can o
procity
the
here
Is
learned
as
beginning
In Albuquerque demands stringent
cepted an Invitation to officiate
further of a political movement in Mexico that BDlrtual director of one of McGee's more than ordinary pressure to bear didates of the two parties are chosen o
the
measures to prevent
is calculated to restore the republic Catholic tours, which will leave New on the senate and avert the expendi at the direct primaries. The election o
spread of the disease. The epidemic to
York on a pilgrlmmage to Rome and ture of time by the opponents of the will take place early in April.
o
complete tranquility.
mild form and no deaths have
President
The primaries are attracting a vast o
cabinet
of
in
Lourdes and European countries on agreement or its friends it is diffl
the
Changes
been reported In the city but it has Diaz, as well as the appointment of May 18.
cult to see how the senate can reach amount of public attention. The can
o
didate favored by the republican
been spreading so rapidly that some new governors for various states no'v
New Mexico people who desire to a vote before adjournment.
o
Ahead of the Canadian agreement ganization is John P. Thompson. Be
more effective measures are needed are made possible, it has been learn accompany the tour which will be
ed. Senor Llmantour's detention in spiritually directed by the archbishop ior consideration in aditlon to ten sides him the two strongest republi o
once.
and needed at
PariB on account of his wife's illness, mav do so by communicating with general appropriation bills, are meas can candidates are John F. Smulskl, o
It has been found that the school has ocasloned muoh apprehension in the McGrane people.
ures affecting these subjects:
who has long been a prominent figure o
room is the chief means of spreading Mexico
election
1911,
in
and Alder
senators.
New
WEEK

.

B- -

20.

20.

Chi-

ac-

is-

-a

-

or-

and

many

people

passing

the disease which is among the most through here from Mexico City say
contagious known. Children suffering that seldom has the welfare of the
been so dependent on the
with the disease in Its preliminary
of one man.
movements
'
stages sitting In closed rooms and Senor Limantour, it was explained
breathing the same air as their school Is regarded by all Mexicans as a per
mates spread the infection rapidly
son of ereat tact and ability and Is
A proposal which has met with
known to have the confidence of all
Immediate favor is for the board of
parties as well as President Diaz. It
health to employ a competent nurse has
not yet been determined whether
who can detect the first traces of Senor Limantour will replace iSenor
measles in the child and have her Enriaue
Creel, the minister of
spend all her time In the public foreign relations, but it la known that

a

schools watching for the first signals
are intended. Senoi
the important changes
of the trouble, this enabling
Limantour is regarded as the most
teachers to send infected pupils home
likely man for the premiership.
at once before they have time to With the advent of Senor Limantour
spread It to a dozen other children. into the position of minister of for
So far measures to control the in- eien relations those who are close to
crease of the disease have proved President Diaz believe that changes
entirely Inadequate and there are will occur among the governors of the
a further
serious possibilities in
states, particularly In northern Mexof
the
contagion.
spread
ico, where disorders vhave been most
The epidemic may always take a frequent.
virulent turn and It is more or less
The appointment of Senor Ahumada
dangerous in any form.
a governor of Chihuahua recently to
The plan suggested is one that has succeed Senor Alberto Terraza3 i? rebeen employed in most of the large garded as the first, move of the Eiaz
cities and it calls for much less ex- administration to appease opposition
pense than securing a physician. to the federal government in thai
Moreover a physician cannot devote state.
all of his time to the work and it
Prior to the election of Senor Ter- to
takes eternal vigilance every day
razas, Enrique C. Creel was governor
combat such an Infection. The rec- of Chihuahua and advices from time
ommendation is also made to the to time have reached here that the
committee of the Commercial club
movement received many
recently appointed to Investigate the supporters in that state because of
city health situation and from whom supposed grievances against Governor
a report Is expected In the near fu Creel before he became minister of
ture.
foreign affairs.
Numerous rumors have been current
since the insurrection began that
CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONAL
in the Diaz cabinet were imnachanges
20.
Cairo, Egypt, Feb.
Eighteen
and
the name of Senor de la
minent
tions, including the United States, are
ambassador to the
Mexican
Barra,
represented at the fifth International
has been
States
United
frequently
of
the
amelioration
the
congress for
of for
minister
new
as
the
mentioned
lot of the blind which opened here
oft
la
Barra
Senor
de
relations.
eign
give
today. The conference will
he could not
that
has
retiterated
en
special attetnlon to measures for com"
discuss the matter.
bating the spread of ophthalmia. Miss
It is known, however, that he is
Conof
Etta J. Griffin, of the Library
to remain at Washington to
anxious
gress at Washington, is one of the continue his efforts toward cementing
new delegates attending the
relations between the United States
and Mexico.

SHE
SUFFERED

FIVEJEARS
Finally Cured by Lydia E.

Pink-ham-

's

Vegetable Compound.

Erie, Pa. " I suffered for five years
from female troubles and at last was
"lalmost helpless. I
went to three doctors and they did
me no- - gooa, so my
sister advised me to
try Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable
Compound, and

when I had taken
only two bottles I
could see a big
change, so I took
I six bottles and I am
J now
strone and well
again. I don't know how to express
my thanks for the pood it has done me
and I hope all suffering women will
give Lydia E. Phikliam's Vegetable
Compound a trial. It was worth its
weight in gold." Mrs. J. P. Endlich,
11. F. D. No. 7, Erie, Pa.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmholds the record
ful drugs, and
for the largest number of actual cure?
of female diseases we know of, and
thousands of voluntary testimonials
are on file in the Pinkham laboratory
at Lynn, Mass., from women who have
been Cured from almost every form of
female complaints, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, fibroid
tumors, irregularities, periodic pains,
backache, indigestion and nervous
prostration. Every suffering woman
owes it to herself to give Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound a trial.
to-da- y

If you want special ndvice write
Mrs.IMnkham, Lynn, 31 ass., for it.

It is tree and always helpful.

York May 18,
Leaving
the Cunard steamship "Saxonia,"
the pilgrims will visit Madeira, Gi
braltar, La Llnea (Spain), Genoa,
Names and other places in Italy,
Including of course, Rome. At Lu
cerne the party will divide into two
sections, one going to Munich, Dresden Berlin, the Rhine, Paris, Brus
sels, Versailles, Lourdes, London and
sail from Liverpool.
The other section after leaving
Paris. Versailles, Lon
Glasgow, Belfast,
don, Edinburgh,
Giant's Causeway, Dublin, Killarney,
Cork, Blarney and sails from Queens- town.
Both sections return on the Cun
ard steamship "Coronia.t one sailing
from Liverpool, July 18, ana tne
other from Queenstown, July 19, and
are due to arrive in New York July
on

Lu-vis- it

26.
Arrnne-pmentcan be made for
those who so desire, to either length.
en or shorten the tour, join or leave
the party at any point, and return
steamship accommodations, from any
port or date desired, can be secured

MORE TRAINS FOR

THE TOURIST RUSH
SANTA FE WILL RUN ADDITIONAL
SECTIONS OF CHICAGO
LIMITED

San Bernardino, Calif., Feb. 20.
As predicted by J. J. Byrne, assistant
passenger traffic manager, of the Santa Fe several months ago, the tourist travel to California this winter is
the greatest in the history of the railroads.
This is evidenced by the unprecedented action of the Santa Fe in
scheduling for a period of length additional sections of the eastbbund
California limited to provide accommodations for the thousands of easterners who have wintered in Califor
nia and who will soon start for their
homes.
The Santa Fe lias announced it will
VISITORS DEFEATED TWICE
in two additional sections of the
to
a
score
of
21,
2, the girls'
By
basketball team of the Albuquerque California Limited from Los Angeles
to Chicago until May, or longer, If
high school was defeated Saturday
necessary.
aftern,xn on the armory court by the
Never before has it been necessary
Normal University girls. The Albu
for this exclusive train to run east in
a
better
game
querque girls put up
additional sections to handle the rein some ways than they did Friday
tourists.
s
contest
with the girls turning
evening in their
on March 13 the additionBeginning
of Vegas High. They were unable,
al tections will be run on every Mon
however to throw baskets, although
and Thursday. The order for the
their defense was excellent. The Al day
increased service provides for It to
buquerque damsels gt their two continue until
April 27, and Indefinite
points from fouls.
if .necessary.
ly
The Normal girls put up their
Since the first of the year four ex
threw
usual classy game.
They
tra sections a week have been run
baskets, almost with regularity and from
Chicago to Southern California
put up a strong defense. A good sized and on a numlber of occasions three
crowd witnessed the game in spite
trains of the limited have left Chicago
of the storm.
on the same day. The regular west
The teams lined up as follows:
bound schedule, however, has been
and 11
Albuquerque Lorene Switzer
trains a week. This additional ser.
Lora Cartwright, centers;
Margaret vice Is sftll in effect
forFranklin and Eunice Myers,
At this time last year the extra
wards; Tessle Hartman and Edythe sections had been discontinued and
Clark, guards. Ntrmal Tillie Ehrick
service of one limited daily
the
and Josephine Young, centers; Nora was regular
sufficient to handle the traffic.
Trahey and Louise Trahey, forwards;
The new second section eastbound
Sadie Tooker and Mary Hays, guards.
observa
will consist of a
tion car and a
single draw
OF AERIAL CRAFT
EXHIBITION
ing room and two compartment cars,
Boston, Feb. 20. Aeroplanes of ev- and one one day in the week a cai
ery type, Including several machines with seven drawing rooms and on the
that have established records for dis- other day a car with seven compart
tance, speed or height either in this ments and two drawing rooms. Each
Hm
country or abroad, aire included among train also carries the regulation
the" exhibits 'at the Second National ited diner.
The Santa Fe will operate a standExhibition of Aerial Craft, which openard
and
sleeper having 12 section! and one
ed In Mechanics Building today
will continue to hold forth there until drawing room and one compartment
the end of the week. In addition to Los Angeles to Chicago Via the Grand
the various types of air craft the show Canyon, March 1 to May 2. This cat
lim
comprises a wonderful display of ac- will be on the first section of the
Tues-'- i
on
of
the
ited
with
as
exception
almost
cessories, which illustrate
much as the machines themselves the days and Fridays, when it will be
to Chicago on
amazing progress hi the field of aero- handled from Williams
'
'
section.
second
the
few
the
years.
nautics during
past

of
Popular
Senator Lorimer's case.
General age pensions:
Permanent tariff board.
Congressional apportionment.
Fortification of Panama canal.
Not one of these can be sidetrack
ed without contest. Back of each Is a
group of determined senators insist
ent that a vote shall be taken. Some
of the measures must be left until
3sed or the Canadian agreement
will die.
The forego'ng is the opinion of republican leaders of the senate.
Those wiho hoped to avoid an extra session by getting a vote on the
McCall bill, see their chance for suc
cess growing less and less as the close
of the session draws near without any
of these controverted matters being
gotten out of the way.
With no little anxiety those senators who fear they are facing a 'summer session are seeking light from
the White House. So far as can be
learned no senator who has talked
with President Taft has been committed to announce positively whether there will be an extra session in
the event the senate fails to vote on
the Canadian ' agreement. But the
genera opinion now seems to be there
will be en extra session.
As the house passed the McCall
bill by a decisive vote and oractieally
&
of the democrats voted for it, the
president believes a fiHmoeratio house
In special &eiBion would again pass the
hill without delay. It also Is said
the president believes the 'senate as it
will be constituted
aftr Jfaroh 4
would pass the bill.
On Wednesday the bill wi'l be considered In executive session and the
concensus of opinion Is it will be reported not later than Thursday.
Even though the MsCall bill should
be given to the senate on Thursday
there is grave doubt as to whether
consideration for it could be brought
about.
There la no enthusiastic advocate
for the McCall bill on the republican,
side of the chamber. Should a democrat come forward as Its champion,
his efforts probably would prove Ineffective as his motives would be sure
to be attacked on the ground that he
was seeking to embarrass the

Delivered to Subscribers at

O

republican city politics,
man Charles E. Merrlam. Mr. Merriam is a professor in the University
of Chicago and a writer on political
science- - As head of the
Merrlam commission he laid bare the
graft in the city administration and
brought about the removal of several
city officials.
The democratic contest brings to
life again the old rivalry between
Mayor Carter H. Harrison, and former Mayor Edward F. Dunne. Mr.
Harrison, who was mayor for several
terms, following in the footsteps of
his father, is again a candidate on
an independent democratic ticket.
Dunne's campaign has
the slogan, "Nobody wants him but
the people." Mr. Dunne is a lawyer.
When mayor he made a good record.
He lowered the telephone rates, and,
gas, an
although he vetoed
ordinance was passed giving the people b reduction from $1 to 85 cents.
Another leading aspirant for the
democratic nomination is Andrew J.
Graham, who is the choice of Roger
S. Sullivan, member of the democratic national committee. Mr. Graham
Is a private banker and is credited
witih corporation leanings- - His op
ponents for the mayoralty nomination
allege that he has spent upwards of
$300,000 in the
d
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60c A MONTIS

of more than 20 per cent on former rates.
is the cheapest and
At this price THE REPUBLICAN
best paper published in Denver.
to make THE
Neither money nor labor will be spared
in the past, the best
REPUBLICAN, as it has always been
and most reliable paper in the West.
no equal. , The
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has
New York
the
splendid
Associated Press, supplemented by
all
readers
every
morning
our
Herald news service, gives
world.
of
the
the news gathered from every part
section
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE
authe
stories
leading
contains
by
of THE REPUBLICAN
thors and humorists of the day and many pages of photographs of great interest.
a
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SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
'

Please fill out and forward this blank.
CO., Denver. Colo.,

THE REPUBLICAN PUBLISHING

Send to my address until I order it discontinued,
VER REPUBLICAN, Daily and Sunday.
Name . .
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MONTH

A

MIDWINTER CARNIVAL
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Wednesday, Feb. 22

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Co.
Given by the

Romero Hose and Fire

.

Two Good Orchestras

-:-

-

Fine Dancing Floor

:

Helps a Good Cause

ALLEGED THIEF
Alexandria, Va., Feb. 20. C. .lones
BANKER

-

Rlxey was arraigned in court here today to answer to charges made
against him as the result of the failure
of the Virginia Safe Deposit and Trust
corporation, of which he was president. The concern went into the
hands of receivers December 29 last,
together with Its eight branches scat
tered throughout Virginia. The indictments charge Rixey with larceny,
making false statements as to the
financial standing of the bank and falsifying the accounts of the instltutior.

Fun for Everybody

--

Have a Good Laugh

Everybody Goes

GROSS, KELLY

CO.

(Incoporated)

WHOLESALE OROCERS

and Dealers In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

simply devel-oDrying preparations the
secretions,
dry catarrh ; they dry up

p

,

BAIN WAGONS -- RACINE VEHICLES

Mill
in Connection

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

Built--- T

Not just sewed together. The part you don't see is made to give
service made to keep a coat in shape as long as it is worn. If it
breaks within a year you can have a new coat FR.EE. Study
this interior construction, for example, and learn the reason. The
frame work is of the best linen canvas, correctly stiffened by extra
fine hair cloth, and firmly held by linen tape. Button and buttonhole sections reinforced with black silesia, pockets supported from
the shoulder, and the smooth appearance of the shoulders and collar
insured by properly distributed wool felt THIS FOUNDATION CARRIES THE ENTIRE STRAIN OF WEAR, and over it the outer suit
fabric is shaped into neat and permanent position,, safe from the
danger of sagging or breaking. It is this honest, necessary foundation that makes Ed. V. Price & Co. clothes "stand up," and deliver
service that satisfies. WECANSHOW YOUEd. V. Price &
Co.'s entire line of beautiful Spring Woolens, and nobby fashion
clothes for from
ideas, and deliver their admirably tailored-to-ord$20 to $40. Make your selection and get measured today!
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Interwoven Hose for Men
'
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Ed. V. Price & Co.'s Clothes are
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ante-primar- y

which adhere to the membrane and decompose, causing, a far more serious trouble
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes and
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes
and heals. Ely's Cream Balm will master
catarrh or eld in the head easily and
All druggists sell the 50 cent
pleasantly.
size. Eiy Brothers, 5(5 Warren Street,
New York.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
The Balm is used without pain, does not
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
over
an irritated and angry surface, relievcure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed
the painful inflammation.
ing
immediately
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
Ely's Cream Balm contains no cocain,
days or money refunded. 50c.
meroury nor other harmful drugs.

j

o

Is, without doubt, the most serviceable hose on the market today.
Heels and toes are woven with a double thread in such a manner as
to more than double their wear. All colors and black in light weight
'
medium and heavy 25c.
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TAFT ANXIOUS TO NATION OF DRUG ELEGANT PRIZES

WIN OVER THE

FIENDS AND

FARMERS

TO BE FEATURE

TWO GOOD

WHAT
DR.
WILEY,
FEDERAL CHEMIST
SAYS OF US

PARTICIPANTS

E.

IN

OLD-TIM-

STORIES RECORDED

E

of

ROMERO'S

Strange reading in these practical
the veracious testimony of ex
RECIPROCITY
i
FOR FAVORS
periences with the supernatural sol
emnly recorded in Glanvil's work on
Washington, Feb. 20. While PresiNew York, Feb. 20. After Dr. W.
A magnifcent list of prizes, donat whltchcraft published In 1681.
dent Taft does not believe that the H. Wiley, noted chemist of the
ed by merchants and others, is offer
Consider, for example, the tale of
of agriculture has deopposition of the farmers of thla couned to the participants In the E. Ro James Sherring, an observant and by
try to the proposed reciprocity agree- clared that "we are a nation of drug mero Hose and Fire company's mid no means timerous man, regarding the
fiends," and are wasting billions of
bumerous behavior of the
ment with Canada ia nearly so
dollars owing to careless regard for winter carnival, which will be held for a time, frequented old epook that,
Gast's house
or so widespread as some per- health,
many prominent
physicians In the Duncan opera house on tne in Little Burton, an English village..
sons are endeavoring to have it ap- are
making insistent demands for a evening of February 22,
Washing Mr. Sherrlng's testimony was taken
pear to be, be nevertheless recognizes national board of health.
ton's birthday. The prizes are of and recorded in June 23, 1677.
"We don't seem to care anything
the fact that such opposition exisU
"The first night that I was there,
a way as to cover
and Is likely to prove very trouble- about our health," said Dr. Wiley. fered in such
with Hugh Mellmore and Edward
comic
and
field.
Hansome
diversified
some In bringing about the consum- "We are the drug habit nation. We
Smith," he
"we heard, as it
mation of. the proposed agreement don't feel satisfied unless we take costumes, best acted characters, best were, the averred, of
water over our
washing
. unless
it la overcome. Consequently 'something for everything.' We are a dancers and most original characters heads. Then, taking a candle
and
hia most urgent appeals and his most country of drug fiends, drug slaves. are all included- In fact, there is some
going upstairs, there was a wet cloth
The
of
indiscriminate
sale
present
persuasive arguments In behalf of the
prizes that nearly anybody can make thrown at us, but it fell on the stairs,
measure are now being directed to the drugs threatens the public health ful- a
Going up farther, then, there was antry for.
American farmer.
ly as seriously as does impure food.
The complete list of prizes is as other thrown as before. And when we
"We would all be better oft .in follows:
In line with the president's recicame up into .the chamber there stood
procity campaign will be the trip of this country if we had no alcohol
King, calling cards by Optic Pub a bowl of water, some of It sprinkled
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson to We can do without it and I'd like to lishine company: queen, caranations over, and the water looked white as
Buffalo tomorrow, where he is to de- see universal prohibition. It would
if there had been some soap used in
by Perry Onion and Son.
liver a Washington's birthday address be the best thing for us if we would
Costume Lady, first it. The bowl, just before, was in the
Hansomest
(before the Ellicott club of that city. close up every brewery pnd distill prize, one gold and pearl handle um kitchen and could not be
carried up
Secretary Wilson in bis address will ery in this country. Alcohol is one brella donated by R. J. Taupert; but through the room where we were
one
of
the
that's
only
sap
drugs
same
the
line of argument
pursue
"The next thing we heard the same
lady, second prize, hand painted vase,
In Tegard to reciprocity used by the ping the life of our citizens.
donated by Center Block Pharmacy; night was a terrible noise as If it had
"There are 129,000 physic'ans in irentiempn'H first prize, cigar humi been a flat of
president In Ma recent speeches in
thunder, and shorfly
Columbua and Springfield, but will go this country, 120,000 men living on dor, donated by Winter Drug com after great
about the bed
scratching
we
salaries
because
ignore
more into the details of the plan and princely
second prize, one-ha- stead, and after that a
gentleman's
pany;
great knocking
the manner In which It may be ex the possibility of our losing health.
dozen silk handkerchiefs, donat hammer against the bed's head, so
if
all?
men
should
But
die at
pected to affect the Interests of the Why
that the two maids that were in the
ed by E. Rosenwald and Son.
American farmer. Hia speech will be are to die, let us die all at once, not
Best Acted Character Ladies' first bed cried out for help. Then we ran
a direct reply to the arguments going piecemeal. Let us retain our vital
prize, silk parasol, donated by the up the stairs, and there lay the hamthe rounds that the farmers and far ability up to the last. We cannot Graaf Dijy Goods company; ladies' mer on the bed and on the
mer organizations of the country are afford to die before out time and we second prize, leather hand bag; do there wore near a thousandbed's head
prints of
cannot afford to let between 100 and
opposed to Canadian reciprocity
gentlemen's the hammer which the violent strokes
nated by Jose Fram;
150
babies
our
out
of
of
1,000
secreevery
the
President Taft believes
first prize, gold ink stand, donated by had made.
tary of agriculture ia probably the die every year under five years of Appel Brothers; gentlemen's second
The maids said that they were
best Informed man in the entire age.
donated by Gold Star scratched and pinched with a
suit
case,
prize,
hand
"There's no reason why the. govcountry on all that affects the interthat was put into he bed which had
Cash store.
a
national
maintain
ernment
shouldn't
ests of the fanners and he Is sure
Most Original Costume Ladies exceeding long nails.
that his arguments on reciprocity will health department. The government first prize, gold frame oil painting, the hammer was lockedThey aald that
up fast In the
be valuable. It is declared by sources now cares for the great American dtnated
Rosenthal Furniture com- - cupboard when they went to
by
not
the
in
great
.
the
why
V.Oi1
Iowa;
hog
close to the administration that
seconu unao,
This was that which was done the
pany; ladies
National Grange, which has been American citiben?"
donated
by Benigno first night, with many other things of
plate,
palnted
Porter
II.
Commissioner
Health
E,
com the liko nature."
widely quoted a3 opposing the agreeRomero Book and Stationery
ment, has not acted as an organiza of New York, is even plainfci" in his
one
pair
first
prize,
The second night that James Sher
pany; gentlemen's
tion and that the entire clamor has language.
gen
J'ee
donated
Fram;
of
by
shoes,
ring and Thomas Hillary were there,
"There af'e 3,000,000 person's sick
"been made by a few of the officers of
tlemen's second prize, one box of James Sherring sat down in the chim
the orgnizatlon who are personally every year in the United States," he
cigars, donated by The Annex.
ney to fill a pipe of tobacco. He made
opposed to reciprocity and are seek- says. "Fifteen hundred thoimnd of
Ladies use of tue fire
Costume
Ludicrous
Most
are
of
sick
indorse
these
3,000,000
tongs to take up a coal
preventaole
ing' to have the organization
diseases. Six hundred and fifty thou first prize, one pair bronze figures, to f're his p'pc. and by and by the
their views.
sand people die before 'hili-- lime donated by Xflidwlg Wm. Ufeld; tar ton S3 wero
up the stairs, and
after they wore up In the chamber,
In this country. Nut only dleB" seoond prize, one
year
every
IN
SPAIN
CHESS TOURNEY
Davis; gentle they wer
played with and then
but there are thousands of half - vase, donated by Jke
Madrld.Feb. 20. San Sebastian,, the that,
men's first prize, one pair of gloves, thrown down upon the bed. Although
dead men and women In this
donated by The Huh; gentlemen's the tongs were go near him, he never
famous watering place where the
'
ts
his
second
of
holidays,
prize, suspender set, donated perceived the going of them away.
spends
Spain
king
The same night one of the maids
by M. Greenberger.
MASONIC MEMORIAL
today the cynosure of all eyes in the
Most appropriate Costume LadieB left her shoes by the fire and they
chess world, for there have gathered
Alexandria, Va., Feb. 20. High
dp- - were carried
up into the chambe;1 and
the greatest chess experts of Europe
Masons from many sections of first prize, spun brass jardenier,
la the old man's brought down and set
and
Rosenwald
Son;
E.
nated
interna
Alex
in
to
the
by
and America to play
the country have journeyed
donated in their places. The same
night
tional masters' tournamlent. It is gen andria to take part in the meeting dies' second prize, silk scarf,
first there was a knife carried up into the
gentlemen's
tournament
Pete
Basleer;
called to form a permanent Masonic by
orally admitted that the
donated by Las chamber and it did scratch and scrape
which began today hjas a stronger Memorial association which shall com prize, framed picture,
gentle- - the bed's head all the night, but when
company;
entry Est than any similar event that memorate George Washington's con Vegas Undertaking
second prize, one box of fine they went up into the chamber the
"has taken place in years. The con- nection with the order. The meeting mpn'H
donated by Charles
knife was thrown into the loft. As
Ameriuntil
cigars,
continue
will
and
the
Marshall,
testants include
began today
they were going up the stairs there
can chamipion; Capablanca, the Cuban Wednesday, on which day the Masons
do were
toilet
set,
Dancer
Best
VerLady,
Mount
to
and
things thrown at them, which
Bernstein
will make a pilgrimage
champion; Rubinstein,
nated by Red Cross Drug company; were just before in the low room, and
Wash
to
Russian
to
their
noon
respects
famous
pay
the
Niemzowitsoh,
desk set, donated by Bach-arac- when they went down stairs the old
masters; Sehleehter, Vldmar and Du- ington on the anniversary of his birth gentleman,
Brothers.
on Wed
man's breeches were thrown down
ras, of Austria; Teichmann, Leon- Returning to Alexandria late
TtoBt Juvenile Character under 14 after them: These were the most re
of nesday afternoon the delegates will
linrrit Tarrnwrih and Soielmiann
in honor of President Years Girl, Leather post card al markable things done that night, only
Germany; Burn of England, and Jan hold a reception
Curio there was continual
donated by Bailey's
bum.
knocking and
Taft, who will deliver an address.
owski of France.
store; boy, gold mounted watch fob, pinching the maids, which was
donated by O- M. Ward.
usually done every night.
Cake Walk Best couple takes the
The third night, when James Sher
cake, donated by Graaf and Hayward ring and Thomas Hillery were there,
Widow as soon as the
Prizes Merry
Special
people were gone to
table bed, their clothes were taken and
Waltz, lady, Turkish hand-mad- e
cover, donated by Obaido Maloof; thrown at the candle and put It out,
gentleman, fancy clock, donated by and immediately they oried out with a
Stern and Nahm.
very hideous cry and said they should
Best Acted Clown One dozen pho all be choked if they were not pretos, dtnated by Waterman.
sently helped. Then they ran up the
stairs and there was abundance of
feathers plucked out of the bolster
VEGAS GIRL ENTERTAINED
One of the largest social events of that lay under their heads, and some
with Cream.
the season was the tea given last thrust into their mouths that they
Friday afternoon by Miss Chrystella were almost choked. The feathers
Easley and Miss Murjorie Northcutt were thrown all about the bed and
at the home of the former on Colora- room. Some time after they were
do avenue, says the Trinided Chroniff:
icle News, of Saturday. The affair
CARNIVAL IN PHILIPPINES
was given for Miss Enola Grass, of
Manila, Feb. 20. Manila's annual
Denver, Miss Bernice Taylor of Kan- - carnival week ha& arrived and for
a(
City, and Miss Helen Kelly of Las seven days beginning today the resi
Vegas, three popular visiting girls in dents of the capltaj, reinforced by
this city. The house was decorated thousands of visitors from all parts
suggestive of St. Valentine's day, red of the island and from China, Japan
and white being used as the prevail and other countries as well, will deing colors, with quantities of red and vote themselves to pleasure
and
white caranations being used in great merry-makinThe
carnival this
profusion. Miss Northcutt tnd Miss year promises to eclipse all similar
Easley assisted by their mothers, affairs of the past. In addition to the
Mrs. Jesse G. Northcutt, and Mrs. L amusement attractions
special pains
Easley, received the fifty guests who have been taken this year to provide
meet
to
the charming an elaborate bazaar and other feawere invited
ALmPind, Indian Corn. Su
visiting girls. Delicious refreshments tures that will attract and Interest
rostum Cereal Co L1 m
were served during the afternoon by the business man.
ited
u 't
-- .
the Mlseegj Nina Anderson, Kate
Branson, Marie Forhan, Frankle CaldHow to cure a cold Is a question In
well, Zella Njtxthcutt and Mary Olive which many are Interested Just now.
Sherman, the refreshments being car Chamberlain's Cough Remedy , has
and Immense
g won Its great reputation
ried out in every detail In the
sale by Its remarkable care of colds,
colors- - The receiving hour
Mich.
it can always be depended upon. For
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek,
were 2 to 4 and 3 to 5.
Sale by all druggists.
CANADIAN
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vexed with a very hideous knocking
at their heads as they lay on the bed.
Then James Sherring and Thomas
Hillery took the candle and went up
stairs and stood at the bed's feet, and

0
0
0

0
0

Babit

,

the knocking continued. Then they
saw a hand with an arm and wrist
hold the hammer, which kept on
the bedstead.
knocking
against
Then James Sherring, going towards
the bed's head, the hand and hammer
fell down behind the bolster and could
not be found. But as soon as they
went downstairs the hammer was
thrown out Into the middle of the
chamber.
The fourth and fifth nights there
was but little done, more than knocking and scratching as was usually.
The sixth and seventh nights, there
was nothing at all, but as quiet as at
any other houses.
The story of a ghost that bumped
into persons that did not get out of
it's way on the. street was told by the
Rev. Mr. Broom, a minister In
Suffolk.
One day, at the barber's, Mr. Broom met a Dutch, lieutenant, who had been blown up with
Obdam and taken alive out of the
water and carried to Woolbrldge,
where he was a prisoner at large.
Boarding at the barber's this man
declared that he could see ghosts and
that he had seen many. Mr. Broom
rebuked him for talking so idly, he
persisted in it very stiffly.
Some
days after, lighting upon him again,
Mr. Broom asked him whether he had
seen any ghosts since coming to that
town. To which he replied no.
But not long after this, as they
were walking together up the town,
he said to Mr. Broom, "Yonder comes
a ghost." Mr. Broom, seeing nothing,
asked him whereabouts it was. The
other said, It ia over against such a
Ihouse, and it walks looking upward
towards such a side, flinging one arm
with a glove in its hand.
He said, moreover, that when it
came near them) they m!ust give way
to it; that he ever did o, and some
that have not done so have suffered
for It. Anon he said, ' Tis just upon
us; let's out of the way."
Mr. Broom, believing a'l to be a
notion, as- hood aa he said these
words, took' hol(l of hia arm and held
him by force In the way. (But e he
held him there oame such a force
against them that Mr. Brown was
glung into the middle of the street,
and one of the palms of his hand and
one knee bruised and broken by the
fall, which put him for a while to ex
cessive pain.
But spying the lieutenant, lying
like a dead man, he got up as soon as
he could and applied himself to his
relief. With the help of others he got
him into the next shop, where they
poured strong water down his throat,
but for some time could discern no
lite in tiim. At length, what with the
strong water, and what with well
chafing him, he began to stir, and
words were, "I will show you no more
ghost3!" Then he desired a pipe of
tobacco, but Mr. Broom told him he
should take it at his house; for he
feared should he take it so soon there,
it would make him sick. Thereupon they went together to
Mr. Broom's house, where they were
no cooner entered In but the bell
rang out. Mr. Broom sent his maid
to ler-- n who was dead. She brought
word that it waa such an ons a tail
or, who died suddenly, though he had
been in a consumption a long time.
And inquiring' after the time of his
death, they found It was punctually
as it could be guessed at the very
time when the ghost appeared.
The ghost had exactly this tailor's
well known gait, and ordinarily went
glov3 in tha4, band, and looking on
one side upwards.
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JAMES SHERRING'S NARRATIVE OF THE SUPERNATURAL PINCH
INU
ENHOUSEMAIDS AND MR. BROOM'S STRANGE
COUNTER WITH THE INVISIBLE

OF CARNIVAL

BOOZERS

PRESIDENT REALIZES THAT HE THAT
IS
MUST CONVERT THEM TO
NOTED

When Ghosts Were Busy

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
t

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
'
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Wool-bridg-

.
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TO INSTALL ARCHBISHOP

Ottawa, 'Ont, Feb. 20. Arrangements are practically completed for
the formal Installation of the Most
Rev. Charles Hugh Gauthler as Roman Catholic archbishop of Ottawa,
in succession to the late Archbishop
Duhamel.
The ceremony will take
place Wednesday and will be attended
by many dignitaries of the church in
Canada and the United States. Mgr.
Stagni, the new papal delegate to Canada, will officiate.
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the
cough and expels the cold. M. Stock-welHannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
the remedies I ever used. I contracted a bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar completely cured me." No opiates, Just
a reliable household medicine. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Croas Drug Co.
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VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed mealthful- nes8 without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800

days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant. and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wella of no great depth.
,
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, averI
age, occurring principally In July, and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, ts proving to be i
,
cesaful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres
J
.
ing the city is now being constructed
how-in- g
Mining development In the adjacent mountain are
up, very promising values. Building stone of superior quality tm
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and. horses at a nominal cost.
Stock raising Is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National
Forest, with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city ar
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
s

SUPREME COURT RESUMES
Washington, Feb. 20. The Supreme
Court of the United States reasAT EXECUTIVE MANSION sembled today, following a recess of
four weeks. Interest in the meeting
of the highest tribunal is heighten- ONE OF SMARTEST PARTIES OF
eu vy rumuro uiuivub miciu ua;.
SEASON, GIVEN BY. DAUGHTER
that decisions in the Standard Oil,
OF GOVERNOR
American Tobacco and corporation
tax cases may be handed down at an
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 20. One of early date.
the most elaborate dinners ever giv-e- n
at the executive mansion was that
given by Miss Madeline Mills last
Valentine's
Tuesday
evening St
feast and to which eighteen your.g
people of this city were Invited.
Being St. Valentine's day, the table
was beautifully decorated with pretty
red hearts of different sizes. Rhymes
about each guest, enclosed in gilded
walnut shells and tied with pretty red
ribbons, were laid beside each plate
as favors, and much' amusement was
caused when they were read. Lo;.g
strings of hearts leading from the
middle of the table to each plate
also formed a part of the decorations.
In fact, the whole executive mansion
into a proverbial
seemed turned
heart palace.
The dinner course consisted of live
courses. Valentine day games were
With
played after which , the young folks
indulged in dancing.
were: Miss Miram
The guests
Blanche
Roberts, Hazel
Cartwright,
Sparks, Pauline Kinsell, Clarlbel
Fisher, Dorothy Hayward,. Dorothy
Safford, Consuelo Bergere, Anna Dor-ma- n
and Helen Winter- - Walla-iAnd Cuticura Ointment.
Fiske, John Roberts, Ems !o Sherman,
Dillman Kinsell, Jose Diaz, Edward
No other emollients do so
Cartwright and William Goebel.
much to dispel pimples,

MISS MILLS HOSTESS
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Oscar Hammerstein, grand opera
manager, has invented and patented
numerous labor eavlng devices.

Frank

A. Munsey, magazine

newspaper proprietor,
horseman.

is an

and
expert

blackheads,

redness,

roughness and other annoying conditions of the complexion, hands and hair.

Bend lor free booklet t
everywhere.
Potter OrutACbem.Corp. Boatoo. U.S.A.
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pupils in Episcopal Sunday schools la
only 456,275, and this ', number Increased by only 780 last year. Compared with communicants, It is among
the lowest of any religious body, hardly half the proportion of Methodists,
Presbyterians and Congregationalists.
The number of Sunday school teachers is reported to have decreased last
year by 180. The number of clergy
men increased 27, which is small.
A feature of the report is the un
usual number of new bishops for the
years. There are fewer than nine
Two of these, the diocese of Erie, a
new one, was made by the division of
the diocese of Pittsburg and the dio- ces of Arizona, was made by the di
vision of New Mexico and Arizona.
Another, the diocese of Rhode Island,
electa to fill a vacancy by death. The
other seven represent advances on
the mission fields, where new church
men have been chosen, in most cases
for new districts. Of these districts
only one Is in a foreign field.
0

Mexico.

CASE OF THE PHILHM'INES
COLORADO

TELEPHONE

NEW .STATE HAS VAST
NATURAL RESOURCES
,

New Mexico,

newest of the states,
and just now entering the Union, was
the first region in what is now the
United States to be inhabitated permanently by white men. Spanish
priests' had established colonies along
the Rio Grande before the settlement
at Jamestown or the landing at Plymouth. Yet, despite its more than
four centrles of romantic history, there
is probably less general knowledge of
the resources of the new state than
of any other region on the continent
To the general publio much more is
known of the resources of Alaska.
The average American pictures New
Mexico as a sandy waste of rolling
prairies, broken by rugged, barren
mountain ranges; a region which must
be crossed in .order to reach more
favored lands. Nothing could be further from the truth. The new state
has resources of agriculture, horticul-ticulturcoal, minerals, timber and
livestock which equal those of any of
the western states.
In point of area New Mexico stands
fifth in the roll of states with 122,000
snuare miles or 78.000.000 acres.- - Of
this more than 4,000,000 acres are
known to be susceptible of irrigation;
more than 600,000 acres are now ac
tually under irrigation, while irriga
tion projects under construction or
proposed for immediate construction
will reclaim 400,000 acres more during
the next two years. Water appropria
tions already made indicate that the
entire irrigable area will have been
reclaimed iwithln the next decade.
About 1 000,000 aores are now be
to certain
ing farmed successfully
classes of crops without Irrigation, or
"dry farming" method.
by the
The new state has a larger proven
coal bearing area than any other state
west of the
Mississippi. United
States geological survey reports show
that in a single field there are available 30,000,000,000 tons of high grade
coal, or enough to allow a production
of 100,000,000 tons a year for
years. Ihere are two other fields of
even greater extent.
Copper zinc and lead have been
found in vast deposits. Gold, silver
and the rare metals are being mined
w'fch profit. The largest known deposit of vandium in the United
States is now being opened up near
Engle, where the United States re
clamation service is building the $9,
000,000 Elephant Butte storage dam.
This project, when complete, will form
an artificial lake along the bed of the
Rio Grande 40 miles long and ten
miles wide and will reclaim 180,000
acres of land of which 110,000 are in
New Mexico. Two other reclamation
service projects have already been
completed.
There are 3,000,000 sheep grazing in
New Mexico, producing an income to
the growers of about $7,000,000 a
year. The cattle industry is equally
as profitable.
The new state has 2,900 miles of
railroad in operation and 1,000 miles
projected for. immediate construction
A great system of state roads is being built of which 500 miles have
been surveyed and 200 miles completed.
e,

The climate of New Mexico la world
famous. The altitudes
range from
3,000 to 8,000 feet above sea level.
Each year has an average of nearly
300 days of
sunshine., The rainfall Is
very slight and thefejls an almost total absence of humidity, .The result
is a cljmate peculiarly adapted to (the
cure of' pulmonary tuberculosis' and
diseases of the thruUt'atd lungs. Both
the United States army hospital and
the. Marine hospital service sanatorium for tuberculosis are located in
New Mexico.. Many complete
cures
of the dread "white plague' have been
recorded, due, according to the foremost especialists to. he salutary effect
of too eHmite. .

.

Although popularly considered a Be--,
New Mexico haa vast timber bearing areas. National forest reserves alone cover more than 11,000,-00acres of heavily timbered mountain country. In the flood season,
hundreds of thousands of logs ami
railroad ties are floated down the Rio
Grande to the railroads a distance of
from 80 to 100 miles.

sert region,

0

Manuel L. Quezon, a delegate in
congress from j.he Philippine Islands,
speaking in Boston the other day,
asked for an early declaration by this
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1911.
government of its intentions respect
ing the future of the archipelago. He
The mountain scenery of the new
DANGER FKOM EX PLOSIVES expressed the opinion that the pres
state is superb. Fish and game abound
ent situation is prejudicial to the is
and already hundreds of summer
Conclusive evidence of defective lands and retards development. The
homes have been built along the
and
know
to
want
their
fate,
regulations governing the handling of people
mountain streams. A Chicago milno
condition
do
will
in
be
until
they
explosives in transit is afforded by
a
lionaire has recently completed
the recent amazing disaster on the for enterprise.
mouna
home
within
in
$300,000
wants
statesman
great
This
Filipino
Jersey City water front. Investigatain park of 50,000 acres which he
tions have been set on foot by the dependence for his country, but does
has
surrounded with a ten foot wire
as
between
not
a
preference
express
proper authorities, but it will be diffence and will use as a summer
mesh
the
of
a
the
by
neutralization
islands,
because
of
the
deaths
of many
ficult,
home
and game reserve.
in
at
the
international
agreement
persons who might have given accurthe
or
United
the
stance
States,
of
The
ate testimony regarding the causes
population of New Mexico in
1900 was 195,000.
The census of 1910
leading to the terrible accident to establishment of an American proshows 327,000, an increase of 67
arrive at definite conclusions on the tectorate. Is either policy possible
today?
per cent. Practically all of this new
subject.
How could we ask for an inter na
population haa come from the MissisManifestly, there was great laxity
on the part of some responsible of- tional agreement when our leading
sippi valley states within the past
five years and the majority of the new
ficios. The "lack of proper precau- statesmen and soldiers, with inforcomers have been farmers.
tions for the protection of human life mation at first hand, are of opinion,
is deplorably in evidence. If similar and have expressed it, that the peoFigures compiled by the state bucatastrophes are to be prevented there ple of the Islands are not at present
reau
of immigration at Albuquerque,
must be a general overhauling of prepared to establish and maintain
from the records of the United States
Would
methods now employed In the trans- an independent government?
land offices show 45,00$ land entries
Gerportation of high explosives In bulk. Japan, Russia, Great Britain,
on the publio domain in New Mexico
-an
Perhaps the most ffectlve agency many and France care to assist in
within the past five years, covering a
thus far devised In applying regula- experiment based upon such condl
total area of 10,000,000 acres.
tions as regards transportation on tions In the Islands as are well
On July 1, 1910, 36,000,000 acres reand
land is the bureau of explosives of known from our own descriptions
mained open to entry in the new
answers
association.
The
American
confessions?
the
question
Railway
state under the United States land
This is a .voluntary organization, sup Itself.
laws. Of this area it is estimated
an
o
a
American
cost
a
As
at
by
protectorate,
for
year
$75,000
ported
that 10,000,000 aores- may be irrigated
the railroads listed in Its member- are we not affording the islands now
or
cultivated successfully without irship. That its work is efficient is the best protection they have ever
rigation.
that
the
one
people
indicated
fact
guaranteeing
had, and
by the
New Mexico has received from consince the bureau began its work in every security against outside inter
gress under the ena'bllng act and by
June, 1907, the number of deaths and ference? All the ereat powers are
other appropriations about 11,000,000
accidents due to explosives la transit glad of our presence there, and ex
acres of land for the support of the
has been much reduced. In 1907 the pect us to remain. There is talk now
public school system. This land has
number of persons killed in such ex and then that Japan covets the terri
an
number
1908
average minimum value of $3.00 an
was
in
the
force
52;
meditates
it
plosions
by
taking
tory and
acre and at present no land Is offered
was 26, and reduced from 79 la 1907 but it is so conspicuously sensational
for sale at less than $10 an acre and
to 12 in 1909. This Improvement was that neither the American nor the
its minimum value, therefore, of
effected through the bureau's system- European public is disturbed by it,
gives the schools of the new
atic inspection of factories, railroad We should of course resent an attack
endowment which will mainstate
an
and
one
as
piers.
on the Philippines as readily
stations, magazines
tain a thorough educational system at
is nothing on the shores here at home made by
Unfortunately, there
the minimum of taxation. A little
stronger than aa assumptioa on the any power.
more than $1,000,000 was expended
that
federal
government
of
the
our
With
part
present protection goes
in malntanenace of the public school
the various railroads will associate responsibility. We are ordering the
in 1910 and about an equal
work
and
system
bureau
the
with
themselves
government of the islands, with the
amount for the maintenance of the
their
of
the
for
protection
the
of
assistance
people
together
increasing
state university, agricultural college,
property and of the public. It would eyid all visitors are complimentary as
normal schools and other publio eduthe
whether
know
beto
reason
to
be Interesting
to our work. There is
institutions.
cational
which
may
Central of New Jersey,
lieve, too, that the Filipinos them
have to 6houlder much of the blame selves are coming into a generous an.
that if the building of the sewer in
for the Jersey City explosion Is a preciation of all that .we-- have done,
this district should prove to be a sucmember of this bureau. Regulation by are now doing and contemplate , doOFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS
the Interstate commerce commission ing for them. There Is the best Bort
that the remaining districts
cess,,
OF CITY COUNCIL
extends merely to the point of re- of an American protectorate how in
would soon follow.
The committee
prescribe existence, having for its object the
had not changed their mind as to the
questing that railroads
counA special meeting of the city
rules for the transportation of in- advancement of the people of the Is
of building the sewer in
cil of the City of Las Vegas, N. M., feasibility
The commission enjoins lands, and having to show
flammablesa mat
this
way.
on this 13th day of Februcommon carriers to keep inflamma- ter of accomplishment more benefits was held
Dr. Cunningham expressed his views
bles and acids out of cars containing conferred on the Filipinos as a people ary, 1911.
on similar lines, adding that he
council
All
the
members
of
adbeing
cars
explosives and also out of
than they had known in all the time
would like to see a complete system
present and Mayor Goodall in the
jacent to them and to make rules before our appearance.
over both towns, but inasmuch we
chair.
rendering this provision effective.
Independence will come with time,
Clerk read call for this meeting, could not do this now, we should
It appears from a report of the but it Is not possible to fix the tiine
build what we could one district. It
1910
reciting the purpose for which it was
'
bureau of explosives made in
nowwas really a question of preserving
i
in
called.
railroads
that several prominent
health
in the community.
citithe
The report presented by
in its.
this country do not
ROAST, STEW, (HASH AND SOUP.
meet
Clark defined the law
City
zens'
last
committee
Attorney
ajt
regular
work .and that only nine steamship
the legality of issuing
was ordered read again.
upon
,
bearing
with
ing
associated
are
companies
He stated, that those
Mr. Bacharach moved that rules be certificates.
these nine being Atlantic coastwise
suspended and committee and tax who could not make cash payments
Yet one would suppose
i c oncerns.
expayers present be invited to express at the beginning, were given sufficient
, that the subject of transporting
time. In this case certificates were
on the sewer problem.
most
themselves
the
would
be given
plosives
Mr. Padgett asked if it was the issued against the property.
These
earnest consideration by all railroad
sense of the meeting that other citi were collected with other taxes and
managers aa well as by state and
zens besides the committee were ex- distributed over a period of 10 years.
federal governments.
:
0
pected to participate in the delibera- In case of failure of ultimate payment
of these certificates," the city would
tion? It was so intended.
C1IUUCII THAT IS GROWING
Mr. Padgett said in substance: stand behind them.
Being thus sethe citizens' committee had ful- cured by the city, they would find
That
'
Official figures of the r Episcopal
ly investigated the sewer question a ready market, as they also would
church for 1910 are. just published
and the finnancing of it. They were be a good 6 per cent bearing interest
- and
show a growth in membership
In favor "of a complete system over investment.
for the year of 2 per cent, which is
the whole city, but as this meant
it
Question asked by
normal. The membership is now rea large outlay of money, the commit the committee had any knowledge of
ported to be 946,252, with contributee concluded to .begin with the dis- other cities having, tried the proposed
tions for all purposes last year of
trict outlined in the report. Almost plan of building' geviere'- Committee
This la $19.50 per com$18,382,609.
every property owner In this district answered.,, they ;had!:not' ,made; ny
municant, the highest average of any
was
In favor of sewer facilities and investigation', in' that, direction-.'f,'- ,
Do
you think that death
Landlady
Mr. Kelly : addressed- - the u council
religious body in the- world. The ends all?
the majority would pay cash at the
figures Include members in the misMr. Hall Roome Not for four days beginning. The cost to pipe this dis- saying that in' his-- : opinion- -' people
sion fields, who give little. If only In the case of a chicken.
trict would be about $25,000, of which ought to get that for which they were
continental United States Is considprobably from $10,000 to $14,000 willing to pay, as the committee had
ered, the average ij slightly more.,.
-instance.
would have to he taken up in certifi (proposed in the present
VAccounting for It
if
now
Sunday, school Conditions continue,!
The
needed
tortoise beat the hare a mile '
a
and
end
had
the
city
sewer,
pro
cates,
these,
"they
however, unsatisfactory, aa they have And did It lasting- hurt;
was the time to begin.
- be
of
local
would
financiers
mise
It must have been the poor old hare
been for, somf .years. The number of
on a hobble skirt
Mr. Pierce seconded the arguments
purchased at face value. - He thought
i?: V
'U W
v
Business Office
Editorial Rooms
Society Editor..

Main
Main
Main

"c

made by, Msr.; Padgett and Kelly,
enlarging ppon it by saying In part,
that the u 4 Of cesspools in the city
is a constant menace, to the public
health. He was in favor of adopting
the report of the committee.
'
Councilman WieKand stated that
the council was also' in favor of sew
ers, the only question in his mind
waa as to the proper handling of the
disposal. The present outlet would
not be of any use much longer, if the
proposed sewer Bhould be attached to
It.
The committee gave assurance
that to solve the disposal question
would be the work of the commit

ELECTRIC LAMPS
The Kind lo Decorate the Home

LIBRARY, READING

The Best at Moderate Prices

'

At TAUPERT'S

tee.
Councilman OB'ryne suggested that
the matter of disposal should be
taken up at once.
Dr. Cunningham offered the sug
gestion that the cost of the disposal
plant might be added to the aggre
gate cost per frontage foot.
re
Taking up Dr. .Cunningham's
marks. City Attorney Clark said that
this would be the proper plan. If
the city issued bonds for a disposal
plant for one district, it would mean
that the whole city would have to
pay the interest on those bonds. This
would not be just and right, as tax
payers living outside of the district
were
paying for something from
which they received no direct bene-

AVE:.

DOUGLAS

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
nONEY AND STOCKS

Call money,
Mercantile
per cent. Mexican dolpaper,
lars ,45. Amalgamated 64
Sugar
Great
107.
117 2 bid. Atchison
New York CenNorthern pfd. 129
tral 112. Northern Pacific 127
Southern Pacific 119
159
Reading
fit
179
Steel 81
Pacific
Union
Mr. Pierce stated that septic tanks
119
as
18;pfd.
elsewhere
success
had not been a
far as he knew, he was in favor of
broad irrigation. It had been remark.
WOOL
ed in the past, that there was not
St. Louis, Feb. 20. Wool Market
enough water to flush the sewers in
this city, to which he would reply unchanged. Territory and western
that the installing of their new res- mediums, 1922; fine mediums 16
ervoir put aside all such apprehen 18; fine, 1213.
sion.
Mayor read the following abstract
HETAL
from the Rosewater report of May
28, 1902:
New York, Feb. 20. Lead, dull,
"The territory east of Railroad ave $4.404.40; standard copper, marmain ket
nue empties into a
quiet. Spot and March $12.20
which connects with the fifteen-inc-'
12.30.
Silver 52
main on Prince street, east of East
Second street. The construction of
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
this main and the district sewers
with
can
to
be
dispensed
it,
tributary
Chicago, Feb. 20. Wheat, May 90
for a number of years without af
Corn, May 48
July 88
fecting any other part of the city.
Oats, May 31
July 49
Without this construction, the total
31
Pork, May
July
cost of the main sewers, inclusive of 1770; July 1705. Lard, May 937
disposal workB, will be $21,031. 00. and July 930. Ribs, May 960; July 927
sewers $31,054.00
of the district
It mlay
all
in
$52,085.00;.
making
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
also be necessary for financial rea- Kansas City, Feb. 2oAcattle, 9,000,
'
Including 400 southerns? Market Is
(Contlnued on . Page Five)
Mew York, Feb. 20.

22

yer cent. Prime
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and PIANO LAMPS
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REPORTS

steady to shade higher. Native steers,
$5.506.75; southern steers, $5.15
6; southern cows and heifers, $3.25
5.25; native cows and heifers, $3
,
6; stockers and feeders, $4.605.80-bulls$4.255.25; calves, $1.75
steers, $S.256.25;
8.25; western
western (cows, $3.255.25A
Hogs 6,000. Market strong. Bulk,
heavy; ' $7.107.25;
$7.157.35;
and
butchers,
$7.157.35;
packers
light, $7.257.40.
Sheep 3,000. Market 10 to 15 cents
higher. Muttons, $4 4. 75; lambs,
$5.256.15; fed wethers and yean
lings, $4.25 5. 35; fed western ewes,
.

$44.35.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, Feb. 20. Cattlee, 30,000.
Market steady to 10 cents lower.
Beeves, $5 6. 75; Texas steers, $4.20
5.50; western steers, $4.505.65;
stockers and feeders, $3.755.70;
cows and heifers, $2. 60 5. 70; calves,

$79.
Hogs 38,000. Market strong to
shade higher.
Light, $7.207.60;
mixed, $7.107.15; heavy, $77.40;
rough, $77.15; good to choice, and
heavy, $7.157.40; pigs, $7.407.70;
bulk,

$7.207.40.

.

Sheep 22,000. Market firm to 10
cents higher. Native, $3.104.75;
western, $3.104.80; yearlings, $4.80
5.75; lambs and natives, $56.40;
western, $5. 25 6. 60.
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PERSONALS

The Prescripllonlsl

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

20, 191 1,

MERIWETHER TO

TO OWNERS OF

MERCURY FOUR

OVERSEE MORA

TALK I NG

DEGREES ABOVE

W. E. Roberston of TO Paan
well known-'here- ,
U In town.
Miss Ruth Omr.kAr. who wao

ROAD

aed, last, week from ;h&. ', common

sca&Ift
jivagon Mound,' arrived today andVvUl'nter jthe Normal Uni
versity.
Mrs.-W- .
J. Lucas left last nleht for
California where she will Bpend sev
eral weeks. Mr. Lucas has gone to
Roswe'l where fee will attend a meet
ing Pf the territorial board of par
examiners of which he is president
Miss Beth" Cook of Bethel. Wis.,
where &h h&a been attending an acad
emy, is the guest of her sister, Mrs,
Miss
C. McReynoMs in Las Vegas.
Cook probably will make her home
'
here
Rev. Father P, Plantard, of
who had been here on a short
visit, returned home today. Satur
day's storm prevented Father Plantard
from returning to his parish for Sun
day and he officiated at the late mass
at the Immaculate Conception church
yesterday.
With the Intention of remaining eev
eral days and leding hb personal su
pervision to the construction work now
in process on the Camfield dam, L. L.
Stimson, chief engineer for the Camfield Development company, arrived
this afternoon from his headquarters
In Greeley. Colo. Mr. Stimson drew
the plans for the irrigation works and
his aid will be valuable now that con
Mr. Stimson
tnuHnn haa beeun.
was accompanied by W. J. MeAnelly
whom he expects to install as super
vising engineer at the dam.

OPTIC, MONDAY, FEBRUARY

HE

MACHINES

01

SUCCEEDS ENGINEER G.
PRICE, WHO HAS SECURED
ANOTHER JOB

ZERO MARK

i

(Columbia or Vicf r)

LAST NIGHT WAS RATHER COLD
SNOW FLURRIES PREVAIL- ED TODAY

C.

L'0

Four degrees above eero was the
Territorial Good Roads Engineer
lowest
point in the tube to which the
his
John D. Meriwether is here from
was able to squeeze Itself
mercury
lookis
He
Santa
In
Fe.,
headquarters
It was freely predicted
last
night.
ine after official business and will
yesterday that the temperature would
sioend a day or two visiting the con
go 'below zero several points during
prescription.
struction camp on the new Mora high
the night and many cigars and pieces
who
the
enigneer
way. G. C Price,
small change transferred ownership
of
began the construction of the Mora
thto
morning as the result. Laa Ve
road, having, been appointed engineer
WINTERS DRUG CO.
gas during the greater part of today
for the Laa Vegas grant board, is de
witnessed the novel sight of failing
of
voting his time to a supervision
Phone Main 3
snow while the sun Sihone brightly.
Mr.
dam.
Camfieldon
the
work
the
noon a small flurry of snow oc
About
Meriwether eays he will take super
but was quickly dispelled
curred
construction
road
per
vision of the
LIMITED
sun punctured the clouds.
the
when
DEMONSTRATION OFFER
sonally. He made the survey for the
snow of Saturday and yester
The
Mr.
Merriwether
road last summer.
10c for This Special
day was heavier in the mountains and
says the snow storm will make the
north of Laa Vegas than it was here.
He
construction work much easier.
At Los Alamos, according to J. D.
work
extensive
about
has
completed
most
Hand, the total snowfall measured
near Silver City and wil' be here
fourteen inches. At Harvey's upper
Mora
until
the
highway
of the timeDOUBLE-DISranch now fell to the depth of fortyC
is completed.
two inches, whl'e at El Porvenlr one
to
was
nleased
tw
Meriwether
would have been obliged, to wear
(DEMONSTRATION)
learn that Las Vegas is soon to have
inches in height if
twenty-fou- r
boots
He
says
a modern sewer system.
BEEF
ho wiHhed to do any wading. Rocia- en- both
are
Silver
and
City
Demlng
Mr
da, Mineral Hill and vother places in
PORK
iraeed in sewer construction.
the mountains report heavy snows.
Vestas is ad- MUTTON
This indicates that plenty of water
construe
mirably situated for sewer
will
be running in the streams and
drain
natural
a
Hon bm the town has
VEAL
not
that the ponds and lioles will all be
age from north to south. He does
By special arrangement with the filled
en
will
up. In addition to the joy of
be
CHICKENS
Columbia Phonograpn Company,
anticipate m'any obstacles
and ranchers the sports
farmers
the
are
noi
there
as
in
countered
digging,
for a short time, we can hand you men are
everytime they
celebrating
under
TODAY
HAMS AND
NO DECISIONS
d
Columbia Double-Dis- c
many rocks at shallow depths
a
duck, hunting that
of
the
think
good
decisions
No
20
Feb.
Washington.
the soil.
Record full regular size, 10
BACON
March
will be available next month.
were rendered today by . the United
that you can play on your
inch
as the best month for
Tois
the
regarded
either
court
in
States supreme
Columbia or Victor machine, we'll
ducks and with the streams and water
Oil dissolution
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS
bacco or Standard
tell you why when you call. We'll holes filled the birds will toe plenti
nor
tax
cases,
JOHN. A. PAPEN
suits, the corporation
play it for you first, if you like. ful.
of Labor
fv,o imcrirnn Federation
And we'll give it to you FREE for
(Continued from Page Four)
contempt cases.
PHONE 144 AND 145.
just ONE DIME to cover the cost
,
sons, to temporarily aispense wim of shipping and handling ONLY,
FAILS
FREE
Call in the first minute you can
the disposal plant, and discharge
do it or telephone and we will
ALL PREPARATIONS
eewage for a time directly into Ar
the
reduce
would
This
Pecos.
deliver it to your home by messen
royo
YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU ARE
sewers to ger.
main
for
immediate
outlay
NOT SATISFIED WITH THE
COMPLETE FOR BALL about 111.000.00."
Suppose it Does Snow
MEDICINE WE RECOMMEND
to
Mr. Bacharach expressed himself
oe
"Won't Mind it if You
sewer
couitt
the
th
that
effort
WED
tup F. ROMERO'S DOINGS
We are so positive that our remedy
hnilt without any difficulty in the
NESDAY NIGHT TO ECLIPSE
commit
the
will
nermanently relieve constipation,
manner as proposed by
.FORMER EVENTS
how chronic it may be, that
matter
no
Las
M.
E.
Y.
A..
tee. and in furtherance or tnis lm
O.
Vegas
Opposite
we offer to furnish, the mefllcyie ac
he would otter a resolu
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PreiaraUona tor the E. Romero tion declaring it to be necessary auu
n,r oxmrnse should It fall to produce
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constructed
to
have
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vf
"a sewer system in a cerium
mn west dv a. line
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y
Dun
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the
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Getting Back at Papa.
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New
h
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evening
,
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1LUIU
25c given Wednesday
consti
habitual
or
Dr.
Rev.
chronic
Fourthly, mildly reproving
relieve
Men's Plain Rubbers
can opera house, are nearly complet- Mexico. This was read in full the of Tenia street ana uutuiu aicuuo, ani6. ia..a.,.
ana his youngest daughter:
.
25c
variety,
in
not
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if
surgical
of
nvenue.
now
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engaged
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are
movea,
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with
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STRUGGLES OF CANNON

S6e Optic

Optic's Number, Main 2.
FSR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Na ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
tee booked at space actually set, with
aut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Mate and Female
Help Wanted

solicitor
A ilady
speaks English and Spanish.
at 710 Grand avenue.

WANTED

who
Call

Makes Story of Fail Over Precipice an
Encouraging Account to Those
With Inclination to High

Joseph Q. Cannon, speaker of the
house of representatives, had a hard
struggle In his
early years. He
Is a descendant
of Massachusetts
Quakers who migrated from the
colony to North
Carolina to escape persecutions.
His father was
left a penniless
orphan in Infancy and. two maiden
d
Quaker women adopted him and
him until he was able to study
medicine.
The future statesman was
born In Guilford, N. C, in 183S, and
as the Quakers 'had protested persistently against slavery, the south became unsafe for them, and many,
Dr. Cannon's family included, moved
north. The Cannons settled near the
Wabash river, at Annapolis, Ind.
Dr. Cannon was drowned while Joseph was 15 years old. The doctor's
eldest boy was In college, and the
family decided to allow him to finish
his studies. The youngest was nearsighted and was unable at that time
to find employment Joseph, the second son, had shown
and
had worked between school hours, so
he was sent to work in the local general store. The first year's pay
amounted to $100.
At the age of 20 Joseph had earned a thousand dollars and saved $500,:
and though his employers tried to
persuade him to stay, and even offer- -

"I have come," said the large man
who had entered the law office and
bolted the door after uim, "to give
you the worst whipping you ever had
In your life. J've Just served three
months in Jail and you sent me there,
and I'm going to make soup bones
of you If I swing for it."
"Have you considered the consequences, my friend?" asked the sma 1,
pallid lawyer, as he put down the
large book he had been reading. "You
shouldn't undertake a contract of
such a character without being familiar with all the legal phases of
the matter. In an action for assault
and battery, such as would certainly
be brought against you, malice afore
thought would be easily shown.
Where an assault occurs under stress
of great excitement or provocation,
Judges and Juries regard the defendant leniently, but where the attack
has been deliberately planned, as in
this case, and where threats of extreme bodily violence have been uttered, the verdict is bound to be severe. I am trying to present the case
terms, purely
to you in
for your own good."
"Lots you care about my own
good," grumbled the belligerent visitor. "I don't want any of your advice. I am going to smash you the
best I know how, so come from behind that desk."
"Have you considered," asked the
lawyer, "that when Inflicting punishment upon me you are liable to sustain severe injuries yourself? , Not
that I would resist, for that would be
hopeless. But the human head is
largely composed of bone and the
fist that hits it is apt to be broken.
You surely have read of the numerous
prizefighters who have broken their
arms in the ring? If a prizefighter
sustains such Injuries, what can an
ordinary citizen hope for?
"Moreover, my head is unusually
bony and many of 'ie bones are
angular, and I feel sure that you
would break your wrist or some of
your fingers, at least, '""here was an
Interesting case chronicled In the
Southeastern Law Reporter a few
weeks ago. A citizen whose name I
have forgotten assaulted his family
attorney and broke his arm. He was
sent to the penitentiary for the assault and his arm had to be amputated. Think of spending years in
the penitentiary minus an arm!"
Tm willing to take the chances.
Here goes "
When the visitor recovered his
faculties he was curled up on the
floor and the lawyer was seated upon
his bosom, holding a piece of lead
pipe In one hand.
"The next time you contemplate an
attack upon a learned and eloquent
attorney," said the lawyer, "be sure
to commit the assault first and disI
cuss your grievances afterward.
knew I had this length of lead pipe
somewhere in my desk, but I couldn t
remember in which drawer I had
placed it. However, you gave me
plenty of time to find it, and here we
are, having an excellent, comfortable
time; and merry men are we. I can't
tell you how glad I am that you came
up to see me. The chief drawback of
a lawyer's life Is the intolerable monotony. Think, my dear sir, of the
dreary round of duties which make
up' his existence!"
"Let me up," begged the formerly
belligerent visitor. "I've had enough."
"All in good season, my friend. So
many hours a day in his dingy office!
So many hours in the sepulchral courtroom! That is the story
of the lawyer's day. He loses track
of human emotions, human passions,
human ambitions, save as he encoun
ters them in dreary books. None but
a lawyer can understand what a blessing it is to see a man come In, as you
came in, looking for trouble! You
have renewed my youth! You have
made me a man again, when I was
becoming a machine! Rise up, William Riley, or whatever your name is,
and kindly permit me to kick you all

A German scientist. Prof. Albert
Helm, who fell over a precipice in the
Alps but lived to tell the tale, makes
that story a very encouraging account
to those with an inclination to high
Jumps and the like.
His fall was only 70 feet, yet that
would be more than enough to satisfy
a temperate person. He has narrated
his sensations In minute detail.
At first he seemed to himself to be
flying through the air. His fall really
could have occupied only a few seconds, but his train of thought was
long and full of Interesting detail.
"I, clearly saw," he says, "the possi
bility of my fate. I said to myself:
'The rocky wall from which I am now
eing hurled prevents my seeing what
Is at its base. The snow may be melted there, or there may be none; If
there is any my life may be saved.
Otherwise death is inevitable.
" 'If I am conscious on reaching the
earth I have by me a bottle of
and my alpenstock. I will still
grasp it, for it may serve me in good
stead.' I thought, too, of removing
my eyeglasses lest their splintering
might cause injury.
"Other and greater' thoughts for
those I was to leave behind came
upon me. For myself I felt indiffer
ent, caring really little whether I
should be much injured or not; but
from motives of consideration for others I felt Impelled, as it were, to make
light of the matter. I seemed to call
aloud, 'I am not much hurt.'
"I recollected that in five days more
I was to have delivered an inaugural
discourse, and thought of the grief
my death would have cause to those
near and dear to me. Anon, lying as
it were, on the limit of a far distant
horizon, appeared distinct and divers
images and episodes in my past life.
The whole mental picture stood out
clear cut.
'"All things seemed lovely and of
good report. There were no misgivings, no anxieties, no sorrow, pain or
terror.
'
"Gradually a heaven of glorious
blue, flecked with crimson clouds of
gossamer lightness, surrounded me.
In them I was wafted to and fro,
borne up from below but painlessly
and pleasantly, while a vast and moving snowfield seemed to accompany
me.
"Then came a dull thud, .which 1
heard very distinctly, but did not feel
and my fall was ended. At that instant a dark veil passed before me.
"I called aloud three or four times.
I am not much hurt,' grasped my
glasses, which lay near me, and touched my limbs to make sure they were
not broken.
"Then I saw my companions slowly
approaching. They told me a good half
hour had elapsed after my fall before
I spoke.
"I had lost consciousness, and that
explains the dark veil. Later my
power of thinking returned. I was
conscious only so long as I was falling
of the perception of beautiful images.
At the moment of contact with earth
tney disappeared." Gateway.

Wanted
Every lady and gentleLas Vegas to try box ball.

For Sale
FOR KALE Good driving horse. Cal1
Coora Lumber Co., or phone Olive
5572.

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., K 2,
-

FDR SALE Single comb Rhode Is- land Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.

Lewis.
FOR SALE

Leeal blanks of all deNotary seals and reo

scriptions
ords at The Optlo office.

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished room, electric
iight and bath, in private family.
920 Gallinas.
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
bouse. 1034 Eighth street.
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for
bowling parties.

Lost
LOST
Mora

Near the Sanatorium, on the

road, pair of rimless
glasses. Finder notify Santa
hospital and receive reward.

eye-

Fe

Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
Result from disordered kidneys. Foley Kidney Pills have helped others,
they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
Syracuse, N. Y., says: "For a long
time I suffered with kidney trouble
and rheumatism. I had severe back
aches and felt all played out. After
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
Pills my backache la gone and where
I used to lie awake with rheumatic
pains I now sleep In comfort Foley
Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Joseph Q. Cannon.
ed him a partnership, he left them
to begin the study of law. The trial
of a slander suit he attended aroused
In him a resistless ambition to become a lawyer.
The privations he
must undergo to realize his ambition
were patiently endured. He took his
$500 and went to Terre Haute, where
he entered the office of John P.
Usher. '
Office work for two years, supple
mented by six months' study in a Cincinnati law school, fitted him for prac
tice. Before he went to Cincinnati
he had never been in a large city,
had never seen a theater and had
heard but little music. Practice In a
large city was alluring and for a time
he thought of settling in Cincinnati.
Then he turned from it and located
at Tuscola, 111.
The first year he did not earn
Ha
enough to pay his board bill.
could not afford to keep a horse to
ride the circuit as most of the other
lawyers did, so he tramped It over
the prairies, picking up a little business that gave him much work and
scarcely any money. Farm truck,
grocery orders, and on one occasion
a couple of cured hams, on another
a side of veal, on still another a pair
of truosers much too large for him,
constituted Bome of his fees.
The hardships of the first year gave
way in the second year to better
things. His law practice Increased,
he entered politics and in '1872 was
elected to congress.

Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
disease with inflammation of the kid
neys and bladder, ana dizzineas," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
boitle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the In- fiamation, took away the ps?n and
made the bladder action normal.
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Rea Cross Drug Co.
E. H- sothern, tne actor, is an
artist and studied painting in Spain
for severa' years.
-
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Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. Rafael Valdoz, Wagon Mound, N. M.
One dun colored mare about
8ENSATIONS ARE

FALLING FROM HEIGHTS

Belligerent One Came as an Acceptable Diversion to Monotony and
Dreary Grind In Life of This
Disciple of Blackstone.

A first class cook In famWANTED
four.
of
Apply 1031 Sixth.
ily

WANTED
man in

CAME

Couldnt Afford to Keep a Horse, and
Tramped Over the Prairie Circuit
Hardships Finally Gave
Way to 8uccess.

self-relian-

Ladles and gentlemen for
desirable local work, $15.00 per week
guaranteed. Enquire 710 Lincoln
avenue.

.WANTED

HE

MAN WITH BLOOD IN EYE INTERESTED LAWYER.

sap-porte-

HATES

GLAD

SPEAKER LIVED STRENUOUS LIFE
DURING EARLY LAW PRACTICE.

TOUT
COLUMN

WAS

CAN ALL TALK UNITED STATES

the

No Need for Esperanto or a Universal
Language Among the Embassies
In

way down

stairs!"

Simple Living.
A Frenchwoman has given

Washington.

it as her
that there Is opinion that if the Englishwomen

One sign of the "times
no need for Esperanto as a universal
language was emphatically exemplified at the French embassy the other
day. A clerk of one of the United
States senators had a message and a
package both to deliver at the French
embassy, and was evidently quite
green in the business. He thought it
necessary to furnish up his college
French a little bit to use it when he
met the embassador. He arrived at
the door, and when the footman appeared he addressed some remarks in
French to him, handing him the pack
age, declaring that he desired to deliver it to the embassador. The foot
man looked at the young man severely, evidently not knowing Just exact
ly how to take him. Then he said.
"Can't you speak English or German?"
and the young college-bre- d
cub, secre
tary of a United States senator, does
not know yet whether the service was
linguistically deficient or whether he
was trying to teach him a lesson. As
a matter of fact, you can go to any
embassy or legation In Washington,
and you will hear spoken there the
very cleanest of English.

would take more honest pleasure in
the work of cooking, discuss it more,
and be more vitally Interested in it,
they would very speedily cast off the
accusation of thrif tlessness. , And no
doubt she Is right. It is our unnatural use of time and energy, making
drees, amuesment and sport the channels which drain away our best pow
ers, that leave so little of either for
what ought rightly to be looked upon
as "the Bweet and necessary labor of
the day," preventing us from seeing
clearly how we may attain to the
truly simple life. When we have put
the essential things of life into their
may be
right place, the
safely left to take care of themselves.
Puts Organ to the Bad.
One of the pipes in the new pipe
organ in the parish church at Tran
ent having gone out of order, the
builders on making an inspection dis
covered that a starling had become
fixed on It. The action of the air In
the pipe had blown the bird almost to
m

skeleton.

To-wi- t:
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NOT UNPLEASANT.
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SHORT

THE

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
ORDERS

BEST GOODS

AND REGULAR DINNERS

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
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r I
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SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
On left ahiiildar
Branded'
t 1 CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M Thursday, sleep at the eighth run.
On left hip,
to
baid animal being unknown
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Visiting brothers always welcome
Regular communiBoard, unless claimed by owner ou or
to
the wigwam. E. E. Gearing,
and
first
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cation
before March 11, '11, said date being
Waits H. Davis, chief of
sachem;
before Dec. 18, '10, Baid date being lu
third Thursday in
collector of wampum.
and
record?
days after last appearance of this ad
each month. Visitvertisement, said estray will be sold
ana tnira Tuesasy
ing brothers cor F. o. E. Meets first
by this Board for the benefit of the
each month, at Fraternal
W.
owner when found.
H.
evenings
William
Stapp,
Invited.
dially
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11. M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
are cordially Invited. B. F. McGulre,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary
Estray Advertisement
TEMPLAR-- "
KNIGHTS
Notice is hereby given to whom it
E. ROSEN WALO LODGE NO. 545,
may concern that the following de
Regular concl? second
I.
O. B. B. Meets every first Tuesscribed estray animal was taken' up by
Tuesdi In each month at
Frank Dugan, Elizabethtown, N. M. Masonic Tiuiple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
day of the month in the vestry
t:
One roan mare, white spot
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Eoncaer, S. C; Charlea Tamme,
on right thigh and star In face.
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
recorder.
Branded
inivted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially
On left thigh
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
ARCH MASONS Regular coavocaSaid animal being unknown to this
1
retary.
tlon first Monday in each
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
COUNCIL
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
month, at Masonic Temple, KNIGhT8 OF COLUMBUS,
days after last appearance of this adat 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- - NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
vertisement, said estray' will be sold
Thursday ' in O. R. C. ha!L Pioneer
ledge, H. P.; Chas. H,
by this Board for the benefit of the
building. Visiting members are corowner when found.
Sporleder, Secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Albuquerque, N. M.
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
First pub. Feb. 17. lastpub.Feb. 28, '11. KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets
1
every Monday even I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
at
Meets
every. Monday evening
Estray Advertisement
ing in Castle Hall.
Notice la hereby given to whom it
their hall on Sixth street All visitare
Knights
Visiting
may concern that the following deing Brethren cordially invited to atcordially Invited.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
r,
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Charles
E.
Geo. M. Poe, Shamrock, N. M.
Chancellor
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secre- One brown pony horse,
abut 12 or 14 years old.
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Commander; Harry
Branded
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Martin, Keeper of
On right hip
Records and Seal. LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODSaid animal being unknown to this
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Board, unless claimed by owner on or BALDY LODGE NO.
77, FRATERNAL
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
Meets the second and fourth TuesUNION OF AMERICA Meets first
days after last appearance of this ad
days of each month in the W. O. W.
and third Wedaesaays of each
vertisement, said estray will be sold
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
by this Board for the benefit of the
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
owner when found.
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VishalL A. K. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
iting neighbors are cordially inGlvens, Secretary. Visiting mem
Albuquerque, N. M.
vited.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11. bers cordially invited.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Saiz, Las Colonlas, N. M,
One red horse, two White
fore feet and one white hind foot,
Branded
On left shoulder

DENTIST.

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruier; D. W. Con
don, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

To-wl- t:

FRATERNAL
102

BROTHERHOOD,

F. R. LORD

DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms S and 4
Office Phone Main 57

Residence Phone

NO

41tf

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Meets every Monday night at

0ENTI8T
' Ha
4, Crockett
Building.
Branded
CfffJ
phones at t office and residence.
On left hip
o'clock. Visiting, members are cor
Said animal being unknown to this
dlally welcome. Fred Philips, presi
ATTOKNKYH
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester tk. Huak
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
Baily, Treasurer.
HUNKER A HUNKER
days after last' appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
Attorneys at Law
by this Board for the benefit of the
New Mexico
erhood hall every second and fourth La Vegas,
owner when found.
CATTLK

,

First

their hall in the Schmidt building
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight Suits

SANITARY
Albua-ierau-

pub. Feb. 17,

last

BOARD.
N. M.
unless claimed by owner on or
pub.Feb. 28, '11. Board,
before March 11, '11, said date being 10

LOCAL TIME CARD

days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom i' by this Board for the benefit of the
may concern that the following de owner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vv. ju.
To-wi-

Keaa, senorito, N. M.
One white mare, about

12

m ,m
years old.
I
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11. said date belneio
days after last appeaiuce of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuaaeraue. N. M.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
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light-colore- d
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What the Button Was for.
While showing a southern friend the
sights of the great city the other day.
a resident boarded a street car with
him. The car was new, of the payzhenter kind, and to the southerner it
was a great curiosity. He looked it
all over and then reached up and
touched the button. The car, which
had Just passed a crossing, stopped
with a violent lurch, startling a fat
lady in front into a smothered scream.
The southerner shrank far down Into
his seat.
As the car resumed its way and the
conductor snarled in the rear, the Visitor leaned forward and remarked in
a low tone: "I wonder what that but
ton was for. I know now."
-

Where Ignorance Is Bliss.
"Were you scared when yoa pro
posed marriage?"
"Not a bit I would ljave been,
though, if I'd foreseen the ten years
since the wedding."
The Way of It
"Does she hope that her baby will
resemble its father?"
she doesn't hope It; she fear
"No,
-

3
7

No. 9

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Saiz, Las Colonlas, N. M.
One black horse, one white
h'nd foot, one ear marked.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adEstray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it vertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
J. S. Lopez. Solano. N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
One sorrel horse, about 15
Albuquerque. N. M.
years old.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
Branded
On left shoulder
Estray Advertisement
Branded
On right hip
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de.oiaiiueu
m
estray animal was taken up by
On right Bhoulder
M scribed
Nathan Hall, Water Canyon, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to urn
One cow.
r mum
Board, unless claimed by owner on r
Branded
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
On left ribs
lL.$
days after last appearance of this ad
Said animal being unknown to this
said
sold
will
be
vertisement,
estray
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
by this Board for the benefit of the before March 11, '11, said date being 10
owner when found.
days after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M. by this Board for the benefit of the
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub .Feb. 28, '11. owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it First pub., Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
NOTICE FOR BIDS
Sotero J. Martinez, Rio Pueblo, N. M.
One 2 year old dehorned,
The undersigned school directors
dun colored cow.
of "Wagon Mound district
in Mora
Br"nded
on the 28th day of
On right ribs
f I county, willA meet
D. 1911, at 2 p. m. with
Said animal being unknown to this February,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or the purpose of on that day opening and
before March 11, '11, said date being 10 receiving bids for the erection and
days after last appearance of this ad- construction of a "four room adobe or
vertisement, said estray will be sold rock
building and assembly room."
by this Board for the benefit of the
Persons desiring to bid may get plans
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD, j and specifications from County Super
Albuquerque, N. M.
intendent Blaa Sanchez at
First pub. Feb. 17, lastpub.Feb. 28, '11. Mound. The board reserves theWagon
right
to reject one or all of said bids If
Advertisement
Estray
Notice la hereby given to whom, it found not in accordance with our
concern
that the following de- plans and specifications. For fruther
may
scribed estray animal was taken up by Information address County, SuperinJ. H. Latham, Tolar, N. M.
tendent Bias Sancez.
One bay horsei unbroken,
DAMACIO CHAVEZ, Chairman,
3
about years old, left hind foot white.
J. D. MEDINA, Clerk,
Branded
On left shoulder
MANUEL PALTENGHE, Director.
Said animal being unknown to this 16, 17, 18, 20, 21.
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No. 1
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First pub. Feb. 17, lastpub.Feb. 28, 'fl. No.
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Siam's White Elephants.
About fifty wild elephants are cap
tured near Nan, In Siam, every year,
and are trained in the vicinity. Although It is called the Land of the
White Elephant, a true albino tusker
Is a great rarity; the whitest they
have is merely
or, spot
ted. The
white elephant is
only a little lighter than the ordinary
tusker. One of the most satisfactory
to the Siamese In recent years was a
light brown, with some white hairs
on the back. There are records, how
ever, which show that probably real
white elephants have been caught.
Back In the eighties a European cir
cus came to Bangkok with a white
elephant, but the paint came off, and
there was much public Indignation.
The elephant died a few days later,
"the Judgment of Buddha," said the
Siamese whose duty it was to supply
him with food. Christian Herald.
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Ill CIVIL SERVICE

INDIGESTION EOES
IN FIVE

MIMES

WHY NAPOLEON

tMUINAIIONS

WAS DEFEATED

THIS SPRING

AT WATERLOO

O:

If what you juet ate U souring on
your itumach or lies like a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
"r mm? eructate sour, undigested
THE
food, or have a feeling of dlzzlnesa,
heartburn, fullness, naueea, bad taste
SCHEDULE JUST .SSUED
SHOWS m mouth and stomach headache this GREAT
GENERAL'S
FIGHTING
A TOTAL OF
Is Indigestion.
SIXTY WHAT
WAS
MACHINE
POORLY
MAN.
A full case of
THE JOBS ARE
Tape's Dlapeiwln costs
AGED
BATTLE
IN
CRITICAL
ouly 00 cents and will thoroughly cure
your
The United State. aVll
stomach, and leave,
Service sufficient
What was the trouble at the battle
about the house in case some
commission announce
lxty examlna-tion- a one else m the
of Waterloo? How did the greatest
suffer
from
family
may
IS
to be held at early dates.
stomach trouble or Indigestion.
soldier of history permit his army to
Application blanks and further in
A8k your pharmacist to show you be not only
ID YOU EVER slop to think that
defeated, but over
every family
formation may be
oureu from U, the formula plainly printed on these whelmed and routed? Whose was the
should
have
The
as
of
Optic
part
secretary of the Twelfth Civil Scr- cases, then you will under blame
A
stand why dyspeptic trouble of all
These are the questions suggested
vice district, San Francisco.
Inquirers
should give the wune of the examlna kinds must go, and why they usually by the publication of a new edition
relieve sour,
stomachs or of Thomas E. Watson's vivid "Water
l
linn
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
wwcn further
Infor Indigestion in five minutes. Diapepsin loo,!' none the lets fascinating for
'
i
mation its desired.
Is harmless and tastes like candy, being the work of a Napoleon wor
be posted on what is happening so that he
may be able
The schedule of examinations
Primarily, pf course, the
shipper.
fol- - though each dose contains power suffl-celo
discuss
with
Lis
intelligently
lows:
business acquaintances the timely events of
to digest and prepare for assimi- rout was due to the fact that the
the day.
Agncultuial inspector, Philippine lation Into the blood all the food you French finally were confronted with
service; Aid, coa and geodetic ur eat; besides It makes you go to the two armies instead of one, and were
IV
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the
vey; Aid, litfhtAouse service;
table with a healthy appetite; but, vastly outnumbered.
Apprenbig stores; she also
it
tice plate cleaner, tranferrer
fault
whose
what
will
to
remains
It
inquire
please you most, is that you
likes to have the
and enpaper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
graver. Bureau of Engraving and will feel that your stomach and intes- - was that this contingency arose. Why
de
Bleucher
and
tines
are clean and fresh, and you will
ere not Wellington
Printing; Apprentice plate printer,
THE OPTIC fills the bill in
had
Bureau Engraving and
every respect and will make itself invaluable to
Printing; As not need to resort to laxatives or liver feated In detail as Napoleon
nlnnned?
sistant, Philippine service ; Assistan pills for biliousness or constipation.
member
of
every
your family.
This city will have many Diapepsin
examiner, patent office; Assistant ob
The emperor himself never gave a
He
of the defeat.
server, weather bureau; Bookkeene cranks, ag some people will call them, tear
Send in your subscription today and find out what is
going on in Las Vegas,
departmental; Bookkeeper, Philippine but you will be cranky about this Mo ori hlmsplf for not having reNew Mexico and the world at
splendid stomach preparation, too, if connoltered Wellington's position and
service; Cadet engineer, light-hous- e
large.
decided
e
service; Cadet officer,
ser- you ever try a little for indigestion or for changing piano already
vice; Civil engineer , departmental gastritis or any other stomach misery. on. His generals, D'Erlon, Ney and
m..n
Get eome now, this minute, and for Grouchy,' he severely criticised. But
engineer,
.Philippine service
t
and
mii
ever
rid yourself of stomach trouble his accounts were fragmentary
u,u engineer ana draftsman; Civil
engineer student; Civil engineer and and Indigestion.
confused, and he liked to fall back
on the theory that it was fate that
superintendent of construction; Clerk,
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
lsuimian Canal service; Computer,
beat him.
coast and geodetic survey; Computer,
While military students are still
Nautical Almanac office; Computer,
divided on the subject, these facts
CALENDAR OF SPORT8
naval observatory; Computer, super
seem established: Napoleon's hastily
FOR THE WEEK
vising architect's office; Draftsman
Send to my address until I order it discontinued
gathered army was badly organized,
THE
men;
commanded by second-ratand
Architectural, supervising architect
DAILY OPTIC.
on one day of the campaign Napoleon
office; Copyist topographic; Engineer,
Monday
himself was exhausted and failed 'to
supervising architect's office; Heating
BY
Name.
and ventilating;
show his usual energy; finally, he
of
Union architectural
chess
International
Opening
was
men
he
fighting
supervising architect's office; Junior nieeters' tournament at San Sebas underrated the
Address .
When Longst'reet was wounded in
engineer, engraving department,
at tian, Spain.
to
able
not
large; Mechanical, Isthmian Canal ser
Opening of second National Exhibi the Wilderness, Lee was
vice;
tion of Aerial Craft in Boston.
Topographic,
etep in and carry out the maneuver.
departmental
nil
International curling match for the The genius of Napoleon could not
Topographic, Isthmian Canal service;
of
his
weakness
make up for the
Electrician; Elevator conductor; En Gordon medal at Boston.
At Cold HarDor uram,
Joe Phillips vs. Mickey Sheridan, lieutenants.
gineer, Indian 'service; Engrossing
--I
the ability of Lee,
clerk; Farmer, Indian service; Fish
underestimating
at
Cleveland.
rounds,
a
men
in
oaaiy
had committed
his
Junot
seren at Wagram;
A MODERN YOUNGSTER.
culturist; Forest assistant, forest
Wrestling match between Frank threw away
did
attack.
was
too
frontal
old for serMassena
Napoleon
vice; Forest assistant, Philippine ser Gotch and "Americus" at Boston.
suicide;
planned
Willie's lifting up his voles,
Waterloo.
vice; Industrial teacher,
vice; Marmont had fled with the
Philippine
Opening of automobile shows in the same thing at
'Cause he's all alone,
Elba
from
led
had
of
escaped
When
who
bureau
Junior
'Napoleon
and
service;
Hartford
Bourbons; Macdonald,
engineer,
None, except the neighbors,
Cincinnati, Omaha,
million
Hears
a
his mournful tone.
i
to
m
pour
the allies planned
the great charge at Wagram, bad
,teacher;f a Local Baltimore.
him. It become a royalist ; BertMer; "the old
subdue
to
and assistant inspector of boilers; Lointo
France
men
Father's at the ball game.
Tuesday
Many miles away;
was essential that he strike hard and chief of staff, was in exile; the dashcal and assistant inspector of hulls;
Mother's studying high art
Motor
Boat
of
National
in
Opening
crustt
and
the
enemy
to
his
chief
offended
had
Murat
Indian
Pharmacist,
service;
At the mcttinee.
unexpectedly
Matron,
ing
in Madison Square Garden, detail. Scattered about Brussels were was not present, and the able Davout
P. VL and M. H. S.; Physician; Postal Show
Brother's playing football;
New 'York,
105,000 soldiers, only 35,000 of them had been assigned to duty in the war
Sister has a tea;
clerk, Isthmian Canal service; Press
of the office in Paris.
vs.
The nurse Is entertaining;
Walsh,'
command
Jimmy
the
Stanley
Digger
under
British,
feeder, government printing office;
It's "her afternoon," you ses.
Duke of Wellington. A larger PrusSoult; who bad been an independent
assistant, department of 12 rounds, at Boston.
at sian army under Blucher lay three commander, was put in the office of
Poor
Club
Athletic
little Willie
Hartford
3 Star Hennessy
uld
games,
O. II. Mamma &, Co.
departStenographer,
agriculture;
his fate be worse T
Po turnery
was conBrandy
southeast.
he
Conn.
which
to
for
the
Hartford,
march
of
chief
staff,
He
and
writer,
days'
type
only meets the ashman
mental; Stenographer
17 Different Brands
QreatWeste
were
When he wishes to converse!
Peach Brandy
French troops to the extent or
spicuously unfitted. His orders
Canal, and
Sauternera'
rixrn wmontal. Isthmian
Wednesday.
the
on
Ney,
massed
and
of
carelessly.
Bourbon
and
Suwere
blindly
gradually
Virginia Dare
Wouldn't
given
feel
you
fretful.
Apple
Brandy
in
Philippine services; Subclerical;
races
a
Portola automobile road
Claret
With troubles of your own,
frontier, but without attract 'the bravest of the brave," was
we
Surveyso
Belgian
have
of
construction;
Rye,
Deidesheimer
If this great world left you.
perintendent
com brilliant leader of a cavalry charge,
Alameda county, Calif.
Apr loot Brandy
ins the suspicions of either
Like Willie, all alone?
Laubenheimer
5 Stars
or, Philippine service; Teacher,
brand.
tournament at Ishpem- was
ski
Annual
battle.
a
your
Nlerstelner
but not the man to manage
mander, who thought Napoleon
service; Teacher, Philippine ser ing, Mich.
second
California Brandy
Imrsteluer
t
h nuDied indefinitely in fans Grouchy and D'Erlon were
Cheeky Chap.
vice; Trained nurse, departmental,
Atlantic ' States TWnrA thev knew it the emperor had raters. '
Annual South
and
also
ser
Port
White
Port Wine,
Imported
Sherry
nanal. and Philippine
They met for the first time since
run,
y
champlonsnip
was with an army poorly com- their summer vacation.
for the frontier and his
daeh
a
It
made
departmental;
Typewriter,,
vices;
the manded and not yet welded into an
"And how Is your sister SueT"
Washington, ID. C.
army had been thrust between
Typewriter, Isthmian Canal service;
between Hans forces of the allies.
race
Twenty-mil- e
machine that Na- asked the Innocent maid.
effective
fighting
service;
Philippine
veterinarian.
Prus- "Sue Is well," responded the cheeky
ablest genHolmer and Gustav Lungstrom, New
At once Napoleon fell on the
poleon faced two of the
Wtreman.
young man, "and er by the way,
now
was
York City.
erals of the time.
at Ligny, while Ney
Sue sent you a kiss, so I will deliver
Troy Y. M. C. A. indoor athletic ing Wellington in check at Quatre
The story of Waterloo itself has it"
and
Louisville
Y.
most
thrilling
defeated
the
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.
meet, Troy, N.
often been told. The
Henry Watterson,
"Sir, how dare you! You have forrra. niuuici
would
the Depauw-Purdu- e
dual track meet at
of
incident, as described by Victor Hugo gotten yourself."
ut'UV la the author
JIS
driven back. But his defeat
revenue only." Lafayette, Ind- And then and there he claimed anthe charge across the sunken road
have been disastrous had not D'Erlon,
phrase "A tariff for
20
were other.
Bill
vs.
vwraiLang,
Sam Langford
to Ohaln, where those battalions
,mflM a confusion of orders,
"So good of you to remind me. Alarmies swallowed up happens not to ue
rounds, at London, Eng.
ed between the two French
I think a great deal of Sue
'One Round" Hogan vs. "Knockout all day with hi 20,000 men, neiping true. The road does pass along a cut, though
I must never foifot myself."
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
Brown, 10 rounds, New iorit
but the French knew that, and they
neither of them.
the
is
it
where
road
1,000 Int., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 110 lbs.
Jack Dillon vs. Jimmy Gardner, lu
across
the
underestimating
charge
Napoleon,
A Slight Interruption,
drunken level with the plain.
CONSTITUTIONAL INFECTION rounds, at Indianapolis.
Bleucher-"t- hat
of
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30o per 100 Iba.
courage
overBllklns (soliloquizing) It Is a
Annual tournament of New York hussar," as he called him-- and
Napoleon, disregarding the advice
Constitutional Blood Poison is the
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
pleasing thought that, although one
mmt inBidinna of all diseases. It State Chess association at New York estimating the damage inflicted upon of Soult and others who had fought may
have
no
Lest than 60 Iba., each delivery, SOo per 100 lbs.
worldly possessions
retreat the English in Spain and knew their
besrins in an insignificant manner, City.
him assumed that he would
worth mentioning, In reality the splenSo
sore
at did parks are ours mine. In fact.
iiKuallv the aooearance of a tiny
Annual tournament of Minnesota toward bis base to the southeast.
quality, launched massive columns
"of its
State Chess association at Minneapo- de detached Grouchy with 23,000 men them so massive that they were cut Here am I, an Englishman, wandering
being the only outward evidence
the
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
do over my own magnificent estate and
him from to
presence. But down in the blood and
.
lis.
to follow him and keep
pieces without being able to
treacherous infection is at work,
can
qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
lasting
nobody
aid.
say anything
Thursday
much damage in return.
in a short time its chain of symptoms
coming to Wellington's
Park
Avenue.
Come
off
outcome
Douglas
Keeper
(suddenly)
the
settled
and
This movement
But the terrific pounding was kept that grass, d' yer 'ear, or I'll turn you
begin to crop out. The mouthbreak
Opening of the new $1,500,000 home
of
one
was
was
skin
and
Grouchy
eruptions
throat ulcerate,
Wellington
at Waterloo.
of the Pittsburg Athletic club.
aht! 8ketch.
up all afternoon,
out, sores and ulcers appear on the
admirably stupid subordinates - getting anxious, when the arrival of
those
withswell,
are told
Friday.
body, the glands in the groin
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who do just what they
the Prussians under Bleucher turned
and sometimes the hair comes out.
u.av
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and
show
exercise
in favor of the the Lobby, of course.
automobile
of
Conout the
the
decisively
Opening
day
Mineral medicines cannot cure
indicated
started off In the direction back and English.
stitutional Blood roison; they only epeed carnival in New Orleans.
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to
10
and
in
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disease
no
system
Kht the
Jack White vs. Tommy Gary,
by Napoleon,
On the English side, as Mr. Watson
A Reliable IL'ATARRH
without ever
smoulder and await an opportunity of rounds, at Milwaukee.
forth over the country
'
the management was superb.
says,
battle.
the
breaking out afresh. The only ispos-sib-to
Remedy
getting near
it is quite possible that
Nevertheless,
disease
the
cure
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to
himself
way
Saturday
fnn while Napoleon
been carried out Ely's Cream Balm
had
the
campaign
REMOVE the eertns from the blood.
tournament of National mained a half day inactive, apparent- with the dash with which It was beAnnual
it ouickly absorbed.
S. S. S. goes into the blood, and while
bis exertions,
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Relief at Once.
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executives
Bowling association opens in Buffalo. ly worn out with
and
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removing the infection makes
gun,
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It
of
This
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and
fresh
Wood nure.
soothes,
Watof
time
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Intercollegiate
Annual
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meeting
though
Napoleon,
rbeen In charge
heals and protects VY
causes a general Association of Amateur Athletes at him "The Austrians." he had once
have been a victory.
the diseased mem.'
do erloo might
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom among all
upbuilding of the New York.
brane resulting from r
said, "lose battles because they
j
entire system
15
minutes,
and
of
Cutarrh
drives
of those who MIGHT BUY the, particular thing is worth most.
Annual indoor meet of New Eng- not know the value
and when S. S. S,
to
Is a mountain away a Cold in the
marshals,
James
Hon.
Bryce
ABoston.
A.
great
Nanoleon'e
at
Head quickly,
has made a cure land Interscholastlc
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someAmerican League team whose initiative and intelligence much climber and in 1900 was president
the Menses of HAY FEVER
Detroit
there i3 no return
a
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
He is also
were
Club.
Taste and Hmdl. Full size 50 eta., at Drug-gisof the hideous starts for training camp at Monroe, 0f his success bad been due,had fall- - of the Alpine
75
or
cents.
mail.
In
form,
by
liquid
botanist. ,
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
no longer with him. Lannes
La.
Elv Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
S. S. S. is made
Opening of annual show of Ontario
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
entirely of vege Motor League in Toronto.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
meet
of Yale and
table matter, containing not the feast
Gymnastic
It is
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
particle of mineral in any form.
I
Springfield Training School at Springa nprfpotlv safe medicine and a certain
sort, and musical instruments.
have a field, Mass.
nir for blood ooison. We we
will
Sunday
which
ZHZ As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
hoot
t
and
or
bladder
irregularities.
urinary
trouble,
kidney
rheumatism,
for
be glad to send free to all vho write
backache,
Frankie
vie.
Conley,
Johnny Coulon
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
and request it, also any medical 20 rounds, at West Side A. C. New
Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
Kidney
Foley
best markets!
advice without charge.
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
Orleans.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Gj
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No long waits
shop. .

Regular
phey's.

$1.35

Book sale

Two Orchestras, Continuous Music.

Phone Main

,

or Main

193

22,

Las Vegas' best musical talent will
be heard In the concert, Thursday

194

night
S. M. Brame, violin instructor,

cial attention to beginners.

spe
Central

Hotel
Automobile, , carriage and
sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.
Skein eiderdown, the craze of the
aviation caps. All
colors just received. Roeenwalds.
day, for knitting

ATTEND THE

E.

Romero's Big

rjid-V-

As soon as he is able to move his
The W. C. T. U. will meet tomorrow
wagons, heavily loaded with supplies,
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the home to his ranch at Montoao, Sheriff
of Mrs. John Shank, 513 Douglas
Romero will go there and superintend the building of a reservoir
for storing water. Mr. Romero has
Remember the concert Thursday several
springs on the ranch and
night of this week, in the auditorium says he will construct a reservoir of
of the Normal. Admission 25 and 15 sufficient size to assure him of
plenty
cents.
of water regardless of rainfall. Heavy
timber will foe used in the construcThe White Kitchen is now open tion of the dam. Some timber will be
.
every night In charge of Fratik Peas-ly- used on the bottom of the reservoir
Lunches and dining parties a to
prevent seepage.
specialty.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts attended
Rev. O. P. Miles made an eloquent the
graduation exercises of the Wag
address on "Inspired Men" yesterday on Mound schools
Friday afternoon,
a'ternoon at a meeting for men at the He and J. E. Clark, territorial super
Y. M. C. A.
intendent of public instruction, addressed the graduating class. Satur
W. M. Smith, proprietor of the Mer
day Dr. Roberta and Mr. Clark at
chants' Cafe, is preparing a feast for tended a
meeting of the teachers In
those who attend the masque ball
Wagon Mound. , Dr. Roberts did some
Wednesday night.
missionary work for the Normal and
interested a number of Wagon Mound
Miss Mildred Hornbein and Miss young people. Several of them will
Jennie Greenlee teachers at Normal be here for the
spring term.
University, are ill with grip and unable to meet their closses.
Cook sale at Murphey's, $1.50 book
for 50c.
Dr. W. R. Tipton, who suffered a
fractured rib several days ago, is able
Mrs. C. McReynolds and her sister,
to be ou again. He la answering Miss Beth Cook, received a
telegram
calls just aa though nothing had oc
yesterday morning, announcing the
curred.
sudden death of their mother in
Wash. Their mother "was in
We are closing out eilk dress trim- excellent health when the final summing at cost, up to date In every re mons unexpectedly came and the news
spect. Ladies Interested will save of her death completely prostrated her
money by buying now. ROMERO daughters in this city. Because of
MERCANTILE CO.
the great distance, it will be Impossible for them to attend the funeral,
Dr. E. L. Hammond is preparing to
(vhich will take place in Tacoma.
install an entire equipment of porcelain in his office. This will give lim
A feature of the masque ball Febru
the most handsomely appointed dent- ary 22 will be the supper served unal office in New Mexico.
der the direction of W. M. Smith of
the Merchants Cafe.
o
A telephone message from Don
Romero at El Porvenir this
As soon as the snow is gone Engi
morning, conveyed the information neer George E. Morrison will run lev
that, the snowfall there up to 10 o'- els preparatory to placing the pipes
clock today measured twenty-fou- r
for the new sewer system in the al
Jsches and that it waa still snowing.
leys instead of the streets. This is
practical'v the only change that will
A marriage of interest to Las Ve- have to
be made in the Rosewater sur
gans took place yesterday in Los An- vey. Mr. Morrison hopes to have the
Corgeles, when Arthur Holzman, of
plats ready and be able to present the
ona, N. M., was wedded to Miss Sadie council with specifications at its next
AlLeavltt, a former teacher in the
regular meeting.
buquerque schools. Mr. Holzman Is
well known in this city, as is also the
As a preliminary to the basketball
bride.
game between the girls' teams of the
Albuquerque high school and the Normal University Saturday afternoon the
A COMPLETE LINE OF
second teams of the Normal and the
High school played an interesting
Gordon-Dilwort- h
game. The Normals won by the close
6core of 10 to 8.
PRESESVED AND BRAN-DIEGOODS AT COST
200 copyright books at Murphey's,
50o each.

J

inter Carnival Ball
FEBRUARY

22

AT THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

ESTa'bLISIIEI) 18 7 O

The

First National Bank

a,

OF

Las Vgas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Mar-garlt-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

We are the Seed and Plant People
Our knowledge of Gardening makes
impossible to
select the Best Seed, for this climate and we want to
tell you how to get the best results.

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main

&rj

Ranch Phone 276.

462,

Las Vegas members of tho Nevv
society of the Sons of the
American Revolution have received
notice of the annual meeting of the
society, wfalch will be held In Albuquerque, February 22, Washington's
birthday. Preceding the business session a luncheon will be served at the
Alvarado hotel at noon. The meeting
will be held in Elks hall. Officers
will be elected and other business attended to. The New Mexico society
is growing. In spite of the fact it la
one of the youngest state organizations of the S. A. R., tine New Mexico
society is becoming influential along
the lines prescribed Vfcy the national
society, the aim of which is to promote patriotism. The aociety now has
members in all parts of the territory.
Mexico

1911.

ALWAYS BUSY

Son

D

FOR THE
BEST OF

BAKERY GOODS

Preserved Strawberries,
Preserved Red Cherries,
Preserved Red Raspberries,
Preserved Figs,
Preserved Canton jGinger.
Bitter Orange Mamalade.
Brandied Figs,
Brandied Cherries,
Brandied Pears,

GO TO

THE

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
BREAD of all kinds
Rolls,

Pan

Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed

Sherry
Pnrf

CAKES, Layer

.

Angel Food

Gold, Loaf

Wine, Raisen
COOKIES, Sugar

U11VI

,

Calf's Foot Jelly

Cognal

Ginger, Cocoanut
Cup, Fruit
Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable at

1.

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

1

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT

--

Work Service
And see for yourself what

a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.
These w- - will wash and iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will be washed cleaner and Ironed much better than
, if done at home or by a washerwoman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.

Pneumonia Follows
Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the
cough and expels the cold. M. Stock-welHannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
the remedies I ever used. I contract-ea bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar completely cured me." No opiates, Just
a reliable, household medicine. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

l,

,

The Royal
Tailors

Try Our Flat

Premier Makers
of
Cloths to Measure

Jiff

We give an absolute
guarantee of good fit,

workmanship and style
NO

C0NDITI0NS-Mo- ney

refunded if not
satisfactory Every yard
of goods guaranteed to
be ALL WOOL

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

Our prices are reasonable so

it will cost you but very little
each week.

Try the service next week.

We are Letting

Phone Main 81.

Go!!!

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Comforts arjd Blankets at

HIGH SCHOOL TEAMS

Just at a Time When

i

Off

You Need Them

GOING ON A TRIP
BOYS AND GIRLS WILL PLAY AT
RATON AND ALBUQUERQUE,

J. C JOHNS EN

The handsome and accomplished
young basketball p'ayers of the Las
Vegas high echool will all be out of
town Friday.
The girls' team will
play the girls of the Albuquerque
High School In the Duke City on the
evening of fish day and the boys will
try their strength against the boys
of the Raton High School.
Though
both the High School teams have won
games from their opponents of Friday
evening it is no cinch that they will
have an easy time in repeating the.
trick.
The Raton Highs have spruced up
considerably since their defeat here
several weeks ago. They have 'defeat
ed the Trinidad high school and some
other worthy foemen and are feeling
considerably elated. In fact they
have promised themselves and the
Las Vegas Highs that fhey are going to win the game Friday evening.
The local students, however, are in
good condition and are practicing
hard. They are confident of winning.
The girls' team is1 anxious to annex
the game in' the Duke City. By doannex the high
ing eo they will
school girls championship of the territory. Coach Dennis will spend the
remainder of the week perfecting the
team work of his pupils. The team
will leave here Thursday afternoon
in order to give the players a chance
to recuperate from the trip before
the game.
When her child is in danger a woman will riak her life to protect It.
No great, act of heroism or risk of life
Is necessary to protect a child from
Cough
croup. Give Chamberlain's
Remedy and all danger is avoided.
For sale by all druggists.

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDON

Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.
THIS WEEK ONLY
By

GivenAway

FREE
beautiful dish
with each half
pound package
of our famous
A

Studying

The Ads You

Increase Greatly
Your Chances
of "Living
Happily Ever After!
Present day conditions of living
pretty nearly making
and
IM-

UNRIVALED

come

PERATIVE.

JAPAN TEA

25c 1
I.

i

Householders find that the ads
really help to make the income
STRETCH OVER THE NECESSITIES. when it seems, sometimes,
like too big a task.
Buying economies a little here
and a little there really grow to
worth-whil- e
in the
proportions
coarse of a year; and amount to an
increase of inoome.
,

at

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from dlstllleryJ
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

SON

Goall ZXZSl Wt&d
SCREENED cSL LUMP

Drug Co.

Tony Faust Budwelser Deer is
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is on
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar In the city.

&

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

RESPECTIVELY

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tonic
in action, quick in results and afford
Tomorrow evening the boys who are a prompt relief from all kidney disorplanning io make the trip to Santa Fe ders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Croas
and the Cliff Dwellings early next Drug Co.
month will eat dinner together in the
Remember the Name
dining room of the Y. M. C. A.. The
Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
boys, between bites of delicious food, and
colds, for croup, bronchitis,
will discuss their plans for the excur- - hoarseness and for
racking la grippe
sioa
coughs. No opiates. Refuse substl-tues- .
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

BOUCHER'S
THE COFFEE MAN
P. S.

See Display in NortI Window

are really
earnest happiness-hunter- s
are coming quite generally, to be intelligent
readers of the ads.
iHome-make-

r

rs

who

THE BARGAINS
ARE ADVERTISED
IN THE OPTIC

In

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Best draught beer in tbe cltj. at at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
the Lobby, of course.
rels on the bar.
f

"V.-- -

Several Distinct and New

fcO

cenrg oaoh

The Merchants Cafe will serve
for the masque ball February

We are Agents for

I

Features Something: doing every minute. Cake Walks, Merry
Widow Priie Walte, Clowns Contest, Crowning of King and Queen,
300 extra chairs already arranged for.

$1.35 book a

Lato copyright books for sale at
at Murphey's.

Interest
to Men

-

FEBRUARY 22, DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

the bar at Long's

at Murphey's,

Of

midwinter Carnival Ball

book for 50c, at Mur

for 60c.

50 CENTS PER GALLON

WS

Before
Than
THE E. ROMERO HOSE & FIRE CO. v

atNolette's barber
U

Old Crow sold over
Buffet.

APPLE CIDER
ST1E

Bigger, Brighter, Better
Ever

lit

PURE and SWEET

THE

:

;

LOCAL NEWS

Jones Brothers'
t

"

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 191 1

Winners Optic Classified Ads.

